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Prefae
This thesis ontains the summary of my researh work arried out as a Ph.D. stu-
dent at the Theoretial Physis Department of the Institute of Nulear Researh of
the Hungarian Aademy of Sienes Debreen, Hungary and partly at the Theoret-
ial Physis Institute of the Karl-Franzens Universität Graz within the framework
of the fruitful ollaboration between the few-body researh groups of Debreen and
Graz. The new results underlying this thesis have already been presented at in-
ternational sienti meetings and published in four papers appeared in Journal of
Mathematial Physis and Physial Review C. [31, 32, 33, 34℄.
As the title Continued fration representation of quantum mehanial Green's
operators implies my researh work is onerned with one of the entral onepts
of quantum mehanial few-body problems. The exploitation of the rihness of
the mathematial theory of ontinued frations has enabled us to develop a rather
general method for evaluating an analyti and readily omputable representation
of Green's operators. This eetive representation failitates the solution of fun-
damental few-body integral equations.
Being a theoretial physiist I have always been interested in mathematis.
Therefore as a seond year undergraduate physis student I was enthusiasti to
aept the researh task on two-point Padé approximants oered by my present
supervisor. Later under his supervision I nished my diploma work on the seond
order Dira equation. By the time of my PhD studies I got ompletely infeted with
mathematial physis and my attention was attrated to the topi of ontinued
frations and quantum mehanis. During my work I benetted a lot from my
supervisor's knowledge and experiene, and I ould identify myself with many of his
thoughts. He showed me how mathematis ould be used in pratie approahing
real physial problems. I hope my thesis may serve as an example for how physis
i
ii
has always proted from mathematis.
Here I would like to take the oasion and thank to everybody who helped me
during the time I did my researh and wrote my thesis.
Speial thanks go to Prof. Zoltán Papp my PhD supervisor for his guidane
and useful advises and for the exellent atmosphere in whih we have been working
together.
Some of the work overed by this thesis was done and the results were published
together with Dr. G. Lévai. I thank him for the eorts he invested in our ommon
topi. This ollaboration was a very instrutive experiene for me, I ould learn
from him how one ould always be optimisti even in the most hopeless moments.
I am grateful to the Theoretial Physis Department of ATOMKI for providing
me a peaeful and pleasant working environment. I thank Prof. Borbála Gyarmati,
who read the manusript and made numerous helpful suggestions. I am indebted
to Prof. R. G. Lovas who made the ompletion of my thesis possible by oering a
young researh fellow sholarship.
I am also grateful to the few-body group of the Theoretial Physis Institute of
the Karl-Franzens Universität Graz, espeially to Prof. W. Plessas, for the vivid
sienti atmosphere.
Last but not least I wish to thank all the Professors of the Tuesday and Thursday
4PM open-air seminars for their brilliant letures on tatis, sport diplomay and
football.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
The theoretial desription of the mirosopi world an be approahed following
two orthogonal paths. Aording to the many-body or eld theoretial approah
the mirosopi world is onsidered as an assembly of many or innitely many
interating objets, where eld theoretial or statistial methods an be applied
in order to desribe the system [1, 2, 3℄. On the ontrary, few-body physiist
takle physial systems possessing only few degrees of freedom being onsisted of
a ouple of interating partiles and intend to provide a physially omplete and
mathematially well formulated desription.
Few-body systems have played a ruial role in the development of our under-
standing of mirosopi world: atomi, nulear and partile physis heavily rely
on few-body models. Nowadays however, few-body problem has an ambiguous
reputation of being a jungle where non-experts are quikly disouraged and spe-
ialist enjoy endless debates on tehnial improvements onerning equations and
mathematial physis issues. Furthermore muh attention has been paid only to
omputational onsequenes and little onern about the underlying physis. This
is of ourse a false impression whih originates from the non-trivial nature of the
problems studied. The goal of the few-body physis ommunity, namely giving a
omplete and mathematially orret desription of few-body systems, automatily
requires the onsideration of mathematial issues, hene this eld oers an exel-
lent playground for mathematial physis. This thesis, following the above ideas,
hopes to ontribute to the magnient results ahieved by the few-body approah.
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Mirosopi few-body physis ertainly was born together with quantum me-
hanis in the pioneering work of Bohr, Heisenberg and Shrödinger trying to de-
sribe simple quantum systems, like the Hydrogen atom. The eld initially de-
veloped as a part of nulear physis as the title of the rst few-body onferene
(Nulear fores and the few-nuleon problem [4℄ held in London 1959) suggests.
Sine then few-body physis has expanded to inorporate atomi, moleular and
quark systems. For example, the two-eletron atom had already been attaked
by Hylleraas [5℄ in 1929 and onquered by Pekeris [6℄ only in 1959. The theoret-
ial foundations of few-body quantum physis were laid down by Lippmann and
Shwinger [7℄, Gell-mann and Goldberger [8℄ by developing formal sattering theory
of two-partile systems. The rst attempts to extend the results to multihannel
proesses and more than two partiles led to unsound mathematial formalism and
non-unique solutions. The rigorous theory of few-body systems was given by Fad-
deev [9℄ who proposed a set of oupled integral equations whih have a unique so-
lution for the three-body problem. Having the orret few-body theory muh eort
has been invested into the development of numerial methods. The rst numerial
solution of the Faddeev equations for three spinless partiles interating with loal
potentials was ahieved by Humberston at al. [10℄ in 1968. Sine then a lot has
been ahieved due to the unbelievable development in omputational power and
the several extremely eetive new methods having been developed. Among others,
onguration and momentum spae Faddeev alulations [11, 12, 13℄, the hyper-
spherial harmonis expansion method [14℄, the quantum Monte Carlo method
[15℄, the CoulombSturmian disrete spae Faddeev approah [16℄ and the stohas-
ti variational method [17℄ have been used to study few-body bound, resonant and
sattering phenomena with great suess.
The fundamental equations governing the dynamis of few-body physial sys-
tems, like the LippmannShwinger equation and the Faddeev equations, are for-
mulated in terms of integral equations. Integral equation formalism has a great
advantage over the equivalent traditional dierential equations beause of the few-
body boundary onditions are automatially inorporated into the integral equa-
tions. This is the reason why integral equation methods are in favour when satter-
ing problems with ompliated asymptoti behaviour are onsidered. Nevertheless
for ases, where the asymptotis of the wave funtion is well known, dierential
equation approah an perform outstandingly (see i.e. the stohasti variational
3method [17℄).
In spite of the fundamental merits of integral equations, their use in pra-
tial alulations is usually avoided and various approximations to the few-body
Shrödinger equation are preferred instead. The reason for this is ertainly that the
integral equations ontain not the usual Hamiltonian operator, but its resolvent, the
Green's operator in their kernel. The evaluation of the Green's operator is muh
more ompliated than the diret treatment of the Hamiltonian using standard
tools of theoretial and mathematial physis. The determination of the Green's
operator is equivalent to the solution of the problem haraterized by the orre-
sponding Hamiltonian. In standard textbooks on quantum mehanis [18℄ Green's
operators are introdued on the level of fundamental equations and their general
properties are extensively studied. Formal sattering theory [19, 20℄, thus few-body
quantum mehanis an be formulated upon the notion of Green's operator. The
Green's operator, similarly to the wave funtion, arries all the information of the
physial system. Consequently the determination of the Green's operator, as the
entral onept of few-body quantum mehanis, is of extreme importane.
The suitable hoie of the Hilbert spae representation an failitate the de-
termination of the Green's operator. In this respet the momentum spae rep-
resentation is rather appealing as the free Green's operator is extremely simple
there. This is the main reason why momentum spae tehniques are so frequently
used and also why they are apable of oping with ompliated integral equations
(for a review see [12℄). On the other hand the use of disrete Hilbert spae basis
representation is often very advantageous beause it transforms the integral equa-
tions into matrix equations. The harmoni osillator (HO) funtions [21℄ and the
CoulombSturmian (CS) funtions are good examples of disrete Hilbert spae ba-
sises. The free Green's operator an also be given analytially between harmoni
osillator states [22℄. This allowed the onstrution of a exible method [23, 24℄
for solving the Lippmann-Shwinger equation, whih ontains the free Green's op-
erator in its kernel and provides a solution with orret free asymptotis in HO
spae. The CS basis representation of the Coulomb Green's operator in terms of
well omputable speial funtions was derived by Papp in Ref. [25℄, where he ould
perform ompliated analyti integrals of the Coulomb Green's funtion and the
CoulombSturmian funtions making use of the results of Ref. [26℄.
The CS representation of the Coulomb Green's operator forms the basis of
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a quantum mehanial approximation method developed reently [25, 27, 28℄ for
desribing Coulombi systems. The strength of the method is that the Coulomb
like interations in the two-body alulations are treated asymptotially orretly,
sine the Coulomb Green's operator is alulated analytially and only the asymp-
totially irrelevant short-range interation is approximated. This way the orret
Coulomb asymptotis is guaranteed. The orresponding omputer odes for solving
two-body bound, resonant and sattering state problems were also published [29℄.
The method has been extended to solve the three-body Coulomb problem in the
Faddeev approah. In this formulation of the Faddeev equations the most ruial
point is to alulate the resolvent of the sum of two independent, thus ommuting
two-body Coulombi Hamiltonian. This resolvent is given as a onvolution integral
of two-body Green's operators. Therefore the evaluation of the ontour integral
requires the analyti knowledge of the two-body Green's operators. So far good
results have been obtained by Papp for bound state [16℄ and for below-breakup
sattering state three-body problems [30℄.
In pratie there is no general proedure for how to determine Hilbert spae
representation of a Green's operator. All the Green's operators mentioned before
require separate and detailed investigation sometimes based on very spei on-
siderations. In a reent publiation [31℄ we have proposed a rather general and
easy-to-apply method for alulating disrete Hilbert spae basis representation of
Green's operators belonging to some lass of Hamiltonians. We have shown that
if in some basis representation the Hamiltonian possesses an innite symmetri
tridiagonal (Jaobi) matrix struture, the orresponding Green's operator an be
given in terms of a ontinued fration. The proedure neessitates the analyti
alulation of the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian as the only input in the
analyti evaluation of the Green's matrix in terms of a onvergent ontinued fra-
tion. This method simplies the determination of Green's matries onsiderably
and the representation via ontinued fration provides a readily omputable and
numerially stable Green's matrix. The Green's operator of the non-relativisti
two-body Coulomb problem and the D-dimensional harmoni osillator problem
was evaluated utilizing this method in Ref. [31℄. An exatly solvable potential
problem, whih provides a smooth transition between the Coulomb and the har-
moni osillator problem, was onsidered in Ref. [32℄. A suitable basis was dened
in whih the Hamiltonian of the potential problem appeared in tridiagonal form.
5With the help of the analytially alulated matrix elements of the Hamiltonian
the determination of the Green's matrix was straightforward. The Hamiltonian of
the radial Coulomb KleinGordon and seond order Dira equation was shown to
possess innite symmetri tridiagonal struture in the relativisti CS basis. This
again allowed us to give an analyti representation of the orresponding relativisti
Coulomb Green's operators in terms of ontinued fration [33℄. The ontinued fra-
tion representation of the Coulomb Green's operator was utilized to give a unied
desription of bound, resonant and sattering states of a model nulear potential
[34℄ using a quantum mehanial approximation method [23℄ devised to solve the
LippmannShwinger equation.
The layout of this thesis is the following:
This introdutory hapter is followed by a hapter devoted to the onept of the
Green's operator. Here few-body quantum theory is built up around the Green's
operator. In Chapter 3 a review of tridiagonal matries, three-term reurrene rela-
tions and ontinued frations is given. The method of alulating ontinued fration
representation of ertain lass of Green's operators is presented in Chapter 4. This
hapter also overs the alulation of ontinued fration representation of the D-
dimensional Coulomb, D-dimensional harmoni osillator, the generalized Coulomb
and the relativisti Coulomb Green's operators. In the last hapter two typial ap-
pliations of the Green's operator in few-body physis are delivered. First the
ontinued fration representation of Coulomb Green's operator is used to present
a unied desription of bound, resonant and sattering states of a model nulear
potential demonstrating the entral role of Green's operators in few-body quantum
mehanis. Then the binding energy of the Helium atom is alulated by solving
the FaddeevMerkuriev equations for the atomi three-body problem in Coulomb
Sturmian Hilbert spae representation. Chapter 4 and 5 ontain the new results of
the author. Finally, summary and bibliography loses the thesis.
Chapter 2
The quantum mehanial
Green's operator
Expressions like Green's operator, Green's funtion and propagator are frequently
used in dierent elds of physis and mathematis sometimes with onfusing mean-
ings. For example the many-body Green's funtion Gαβ(xt, x
′t′) studied in quan-
tum many-body problem is dened as the ground state expetation value of elds
operators in the seond quantized formalism [1℄. Whereas the propagator of rel-
ativisti quantum eld theory is often referred to as the Green's funtion as well
[2, 3℄.
The Green's operator of few-body quantum physis orresponds to the denition
of mathematial physis [35℄.
2.1 Denition
Suppose H is a Hermitian dierential operator in some Hilbert spae. The G(z)
Green's operator is dened as the resolvent operator of H
G(z)(z −H) = (z −H)G(z) = 1 for z ∈ C/σ(H), (2.1)
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where σ(H) denotes the spetrum of the Hermitian operatorH and 1 is the identity
operator. So, the G(z) = (z − H)−1 Green's operator is dened on the whole
omplex plane C exept for the spetrum of H .
The {|r〉} oordinate basis representation of the (2.1) operator equation
δ(r − r′) = 〈r|I|r′〉,
∫
dr|r〉〈r′| = 1 (2.2)
G(r, r′; z) = 〈r|G(z)|r′〉, δ(r − r′)H(r) = 〈r|H |r′〉 (2.3)
leads to an inhomogeneous dierential equation
[z −H(r)]G(r, r′; z) = δ(r − r′) (2.4)
for G(r, r′; z). In mathematial physis the Green's funtion orresponding to the
linear Hermitian dierential operator H(r), where r ∈ Ω, and to the omplex
variable z is dened as the solution of the inhomogeneous equation (2.4) subjet
to ertain boundary onditions for r, r′ on the surfae of the domain Ω. In fat the
Green's funtion is required to satisfy the same boundary ondition as the wave
funtion. Consequently the G(r, r′; z)Green's funtion of mathematial physis an
be viewed as the oordinate spae representation of the G(z) resolvent operator.
In what follows, under the notion of few-body Green's operator the (2.1) resol-
vent of the Hamiltonian is to be understood. In the next hapters Hilbert spae
basis representation of Green's operators will be investigated.
2.2 Basi properties of Green's operator
The determination of the Green's operator represents the solution of the underlying
dierential equation. Therefore the evaluation of the Green's operator orrespond-
ing to the Hamiltonian H is equivalent to the omplete desription of the system
haraterized by H . The Green's operator arries all the information about the
physial system. One some representation of G(z) is known one an gain the
eigenvalues and the eigenfuntions of the Hamiltonian, onstrut projetion opera-
tors or determine the density of states, et,. The time evaluation operator an also
be obtained by performing a Fourier transform of the Green's operator.
Let {|φn〉} and {αn} denote the omplete set of orthonormal eigenstate and the
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orresponding eigenvalues of the Hermitian operator H
H |φn〉 = αn|φn〉 . (2.5)
Utilizing the ompleteness of the eigenstates, the Green's operator an be written
as
G(z) =
∑
n
|φn〉〈φn|
z − αn +
∫
dn
|φn〉〈φn|
z − αn , (2.6)
where
∑
n and
∫
dn indiates summation over the disrete and the ontinuous
spetrum, respetively.
Sine H is Hermitian, all of its αn eigenvalues are real, whih means that G(z)
is an analyti funtion in the omplex z-plane exept at those points and intervals
of the real axis whih orresponds to the spetrum of H . Aording to (2.6) G(z)
possesses simple poles at the positions of the disrete eigenvalues of H , hene the
poles of G(z) give the disrete energy eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian. The residue
at the αn pole provides information on the orresponding non-degenerate |φn〉
eigenvetor aording to the projetion operator
|φn〉〈φn| = 1
2πi
∮
αn
dz G(z), (2.7)
here the ontour enirles the αn and only the αn eigenvalue. Equation (2.7) an
be used to onstrut the wave funtion.
If λ ∈ R belongs to the ontinuous part of the spetrum, then G(λ) is usually
dened by a non-unique limiting proedure
G+(λ) := lim
ǫ→0+
G(λ+ iǫ) (2.8)
G−(λ) := lim
ǫ→0+
G(λ− iǫ) (2.9)
beause of the existene of the limits. Thus the ontinuum spetrum of H ap-
pears as a singular line (branh ut) of G(z). Due to the self-adjointness of the
Hamiltonian the Green's operator exhibits the important property
G(z∗) = G(z)∗ . (2.10)
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Therefore G+(λ) and G−(λ) are onneted by
G−(λ) =
(
G+(λ)
)∗
, (2.11)
from whih we have
ReG−(λ) = ReG+(λ), ImG−(λ) = −ImG+(λ) . (2.12)
The knowledge of ReG±(λ) allows us to obtain the density of states at λ
∆(λ) = ∓ 1
π
Im{Tr[G±(λ)]} . (2.13)
The time development of the |ψ(t0)〉 state belonging to the Hamiltonian H at
t = t0 an be obtained as a solution of the time dependent Shrödinger equation,
and it is governed by the U(t, t0) time evolution operator aording to
|ψ(t)〉 = U(t, t0)|ψ(t0)〉, (2.14)
where the time evolution operator
U(t, t0) = e
− i
~
H(t−t0)
(2.15)
an be expressed in terms of the Green's operator as
U(t, t0) = i~
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
2π
e−iω(t−t0)
[
G+(~ω)−G−(~ω)] (2.16)
Equation (2.16) shows that the U(t, t0) propagator an be determined as the Fourier
transform of the G± Green's operators.
2.3 The Green's operator in sattering theory
The formulation of quantum sattering theory is heavily relied on the onept
of Green's operator. It is onerned with the mathematial desription of the
sattering proess during whih the inident beam of partiles, usually prepared by
some aelerator, enters into interation in the sattering region then the sattered
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beam is observed by detetors loated at large distane from the interation area.
Far from the sattering region the inoming and the sattered beam an be
thought of as bunh of partiles propagating freely, therefore they an be hara-
terized by the |ψin〉, |ψout〉 asymptoti states whose time evolution are governed
by the H0 asymptoti Hamiltonian as
|ψin/out(t)〉 = U0(t)|ψin/out(t0)〉, U0(t) = e−
i
~
H0t. (2.17)
On the other hand the time evolution of the sattering proess is fully determined
by the H = H0 + V total Hamiltonian involving the sattering potential as well:
|ψ(t)〉 = U(t)|ψ(t0)〉, U(t) = e− i~Ht, (2.18)
here |ψ(t)〉 denotes the atual sattering state vetor. However, during satter-
ing experiments one an only measure the |ψin〉 inoming and the |ψout〉 outgoing
asymptotes of |ψ〉. Therefore in sattering theory all information about the sat-
tering proess should be extrated from the asymptoti behavior of |ψ〉.
At t = 0 let |φ+〉 (|χ−〉) denotes the |ψ(t)〉 sattering state whih evolved
from the |ψin〉 = |φ〉 inoming asymptote (evolved to the |ψout〉 = |χ〉 outgoing
asymptote). The |φ+〉 and |χ−〉 sattering states are related to their asymptotes
by the equations
|φ+〉 = Ω+|φ〉 (2.19)
|χ−〉 = Ω−|χ〉,
where the Ω± Møller operators are dened as the limits of the time evolution
operators
Ω± = lim
t→∓∞
U(t)†U0(t). (2.20)
The existene of the Møller operator an be proved if the sattering potential
satises ertain onditions (i.e. not too singular at the origin, suiently short
ranged and smooth, see [20℄). The main goal of the sattering desription is to relate
the outgoing asymptote to the inoming one without referene to the experimentally
unknown atual orbit. Utilizing the Ω†−Ω− = 1 isometri property of the Møller
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operator from Eq. (2.19) we obtain
|ψout〉 = Ω†−Ω+|ψin〉 := S|ψin〉, (2.21)
here S := Ω†−Ω+ is the sattering operator, whih arries all the experimentally
important information about the sattering. One the operator S is determined
the sattering problem is solved.
In order to determine the S operator it is onvenient to use the {|~p〉}momentum
representation. It is important to note here that the |~p〉 plane wave momentum
eigenstates do not represent physially realizable states, in fat they are only used
in the expansion of physial states of the sattering proess as
|ψ〉 =
∫
d3p ψ(~p)|~p〉. (2.22)
Similarly the sattering state |φ+〉 an be expressed as
|φ+〉 = Ω+|φ〉 =
∫
d3p φ(~p)Ω+|~p〉 =
∫
d3p φ(~p)|~p+〉, (2.23)
where the |~p+〉 = Ω+|~p〉 improper (i.e. not normalizable) vetor is alled the
stationary sattering vetor orresponding to the |~p〉 inoming plane wave.
In momentum representation a areful mathematial analysis leads to the very
important result
Ω+|φ〉 = |φ+〉 = lim
t→−∞
U(t)†U0(t)|φ〉
= |φ〉+ i
∫ −∞
0
dτ U(τ)†V U0(τ)|φ〉
= |φ〉+ i lim
ǫ→0+
∫ −∞
0
dτ e+ǫτU(τ)†V U0(τ)|φ〉
= |φ〉+ i lim
ǫ→0+
∫
d3p G(Ep + iǫ)V |~p〉 〈~p|φ〉
(2.24)
whih establishes the onnetion between the Ω+ Møller and the G
+(z) Green's
operator. After expanding |φ+〉 and |φ〉 in Eq. (2.24) in terms of the improper
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states |~p〉 and |~p+〉 we obtain for the stationary sattering vetor |~p±〉
|~p±〉 = |~p〉+ lim
ǫ→0+
G(Ep ± iǫ)V |~p〉 . (2.25)
Making use of the
A−1 = B−1 +B−1(B −A)A−1 (2.26)
operator identity with A = z −H and B = z − H0, then with their interhange,
we an derive the
G(z) = G0(z) +G0(z)V G(z) (2.27)
G(z) = G0(z) +G(z)V G0(z)
resolvent equations, whih relate the G0 and the G operators. With these equations
Eq. (2.25) an be reast in the form
|~p±〉 = |~p〉+ lim
ǫ→0+
G0(Ep ± iǫ)V |~p±〉. (2.28)
This type of integral equations were rst formulated by Lippmann and Shwinger
[7℄, onsequently Eq. (2.27) and Eq. (2.28) are known as the LippmannShwinger
equations for G and |~p±〉, respetively. Aording to (2.25) and (2.28) the evalua-
tion of the stationary sattering vetors neessitates the determination of the full
Green's operator or the solution of the (2.28) LippmannShwinger equation.
Being able to alulate |~p±〉, one an obtain any sattering information. For
example, the 〈~p ′|S|~p〉 sattering matrix an be written as
〈~p ′|S|~p〉 = δ3(~p ′ − ~p)− 2πiδ(Ep′ − Ep) t(~p ′ ← ~p). (2.29)
Here t(~p ′ ← ~p) an be alulated using the |~p±〉 sattering states
t(~p ′ ← ~p) = 〈~p ′|V |~p+〉 = 〈~p ′− |V |~p〉, (2.30)
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or using the Green's operator
t(~p ′ ← ~p) = 〈~p ′|V + V GV |~p〉. (2.31)
The (V +V GV ) operator is alled the T operator. Its t(~p ′ ← ~p) matrix element is
referred to as the on-shell T matrix, beause in Eq. (2.29) it appears together with
the δ(Ep′ − Ep) delta funtion, and thus dened only for the p′2 = p2 "on-shell"
energy ase.
The experimentally o important dierential sattering ross setion dσ/dΩ an
be derived from the (2.29) formula for the sattering matrix, and has the form
dσ
dΩ
= |f(~p ′ ← ~p)|2, (2.32)
where f(~p ′ ← ~p) is the sattering amplitude, whih is just a trivial fator times
the on-shell T matrix
f(~p ′ ← ~p) = −(2π)2m t(~p ′ ← ~p). (2.33)
Finally we quote here the asymptoti form of the oordinate representation of
the stationary sattering vetor
lim
r→∞
〈~r|~p+〉 = (2π)− 32
[
ei~p~r + f(prˆ← ~p)e
ipr
r
]
, (2.34)
whih reets the traditional denition of sattering states as the sum of an inident
plane wave and a spherially spreading sattered wave, whose f(prˆ← ~p) amplitude
determines the sattering ross setion via (2.32).
In this short review it was demonstrated that the knowledge of the Green's
operator enables one to determine the sattering states, whih is equivalent to
the solution of the sattering problem and makes possible the alulation of any
sattering quantities.
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2.4 DunfordTaylor integrals of Green's operators
From the theory of linear operators [36℄ we know that the analyti funtion of
a bounded self-adjoint operator A an be dened as the DunfordTaylor integral
representation
f(A) =
1
2πi
∮
C
dz f(z)(z −A)−1, (2.35)
where C enirles the spetrum of A in positive diretion and f should be analyti
on the domain enirled by C. This denition an be onsidered as the operator
equivalent of the Cauhy integral formula.
In few-body physis one often enounters the problem of determining Green's
operators orresponding to Hamiltonians omposed of two independent operators
with known resolvents. This is the typial situation when the Green's operator of
separable subsystems are known (e.g. think of a three-dimensional motion deom-
posed to the sum of a two- and a one-dimensional motion). The question, whether
it is possible to determine the Green's operator of the omposite system making
use of the sub-Green's operators naturally emerges. The answer an be given by
utilizing the (2.35) DunfordTaylor integral representation.
Let h1, h2 be two independent (hene ommuting) bounded linear operators
with the analytially known g1(z) = (z − h1)−1, g2(z) = (z − h2)−1 resolvents.
Then applying the (2.35) denition for f(λ) = (z − h1 − λ)−1 and A = h2, the
G(z) = (z−H)−1 Green's operator of the H = h1+h2 omposite Hamiltonian an
be evaluated by performing a onvolution integral of the g1(z), g2(z) sub-Green's
operators
G(z) =
1
2πi
∮
C
dz′ g1(z − z′) g2(z′), (2.36)
where the ontour C should enirle, in ounterlokwise diretion, the spetrum
(disrete and ontinuous) of h2 without penetrating into the spetrum of h1. In Fig.
2.1 a typial integration senario in the omplex z′-plane is shown for a bound state
system (z < 0). We note that among others, Bianhi and Favella [37℄ proposed a
onvolution integral of the type of (2.36) for determining the resolvent of the sum
of two ommuting Hamiltonian.
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The (2.35) integal representation an also be used to onstrut other well-known
operators as a DunfordTaylor integral of the Green's operator. For example, the
identity operator
1 =
1
2πi
∮
C
dz (z − h)−1, (2.37)
the Hamilton operator
h =
1
2πi
∮
C
dz z (z − h)−1 , (2.38)
or the time evolution operator
exp(−iht) = 1
2πi
∮
C
dz exp(−izt) (z − h)−1 (2.39)
an be given as analyti integrals of the g = (z − h)−1 Green's operator.
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complex z’  −  plane
Ζ
contour C
spectrum of g
2
(z’)spectrum of g
1
(z−z’)
Figure 2.1: The integration path C in the omplex z′-plane for the onvolution
integral of the (2.36) Green's operator.
Chapter 3
Tridiagonal matries, reurrene
relations and ontinued frations
Based on the mathematial literature [39, 40, 41, 42℄ this hapter is dediated to
the survey of the mathematial mahinery being used in the forthoming part of
the thesis. First a trunated inverse of an innite symmetri tridiagonal matrix is
presented. Tridiagonal matries inherently imply three-term reurrene relations
for the matrix elements of their inverse. For this reason the basi properties of three-
term reurrene relations are outlined. The nal setion disusses the fundamentals
of the theory of ontinued frations. The analyti ontinuation and an important
type of transformation of ontinued frations is investigated. The intimate relation
of ontinued frations and three-term reurrene relations is revealed by Pinherle's
theorem.
3.1 Innite tridiagonal matries
Innite rank matries naturally emerge in quantum mehanis when physial ob-
servables are represented on a disrete innite dimensional basis. Moreover the
matrix representation of many physial operators are tridiagonal in a ertain basis.
In fat, some omputational methods, like the Lanzos method [43, 39℄, are based
on the sheme of reating a basis that renders a given Hamiltonian tridiagonal.
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However we are always limited to onsider nite rank trunations of innite matri-
es. Here we derive a formula [31℄ for the n-th leading submatrix of the inverse of
an innite symmetri tridiagonal matrix. The underlying idea originally ame up
in the work of Pál [44℄, and we give here the proof.
Let A := [aij ], i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,∞, be an innite symmetri tridiagonal (Jaobi)
matrix:
aii−1 = βi−1, aii = αi, aii+1 = βi, aij = 0 for |i− j| > 1. (3.1)
Let B := [bij ], i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,∞ denote the innite rank matrix, for whih
1 = AB = BA, δij =
∞∑
k=1
aikbkj . (3.2)
Then the following theorem an be stated.
Theorem 1. Let us dene the n-th leading submatries of A and of B as
An := [aij ], Bn := [bij ], i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n, respetively. Then
Bn = (An + Fn)
−1, (3.3)
where Fn := [fij ], i, j = 1, . . . , n, is given by
fij =

0 i, j < n
0 i = n, j < n
0 j = n, i < n
ann+1
b1n+1
b1n
i = j = n
(3.4)
Proof of Theorem 1. Utilizing the (3.1) tridiagonal property of A, the (3.2) denin-
ing relation of B for i, j ≤ n an be written as
δij =
n∑
k=1
aikbkj + δinann+1bn+1j , i, j ≤ n, (3.5)
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whih we an rewrite in the form
δij =
n∑
k=1
(
aikbkj + δinain+1bn+1jδkn
bkj
bnj
)
=
n∑
k=1
(
aik + δinδknain+1
bn+1j
bnj
)
bkj .
(3.6)
The inverse of a symmetri tridiagonal matrix possesses the following property [40℄:
bij =
{
piqj , if i ≤ j
pjqi, if j ≤ i
. (3.7)
Therefore
bn+1j
bnj
=
pjqn+1
pjqn
=
p1qn+1
p1qn
=
b1n+1
b1n
, (3.8)
and follows the statement of the theorem:
δij =
n∑
k=1
(
aik + δinδknain+1
b1n+1
b1,n
)
bkj =
n∑
k=1
(aik + fik)bkj . (3.9)
Finally we give a shemati piture of the theorem. The innite symmetri
tridiagonal matrix A and its n-th leading submatrix An an be illustrated as
A =

An ·
· · ·
· · ·
· ·

∞x∞
An =

· ·
· · ·
· · ·
· ·

n×n
(3.10)
Similarly the innite B and the trunated Bn general matries an be plotted
B =

Bn · · ·
· · · ·
· · · ·
· · · ·

∞x∞
Bn =

· · · ·
· · · ·
· · · ·
· · · ·

n×n
(3.11)
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With the above shemati representation of matries, the (3.3) statement of The-
orem 1 an be reast in the form
· · · ·
· · · ·
· · · ·
· · · ·

n×n
=


· ·
· · ·
· · ·
· ·

n×n
+

fn,n

n×n

−1
(3.12)
where fnn = ann+1b1n+1/b1n.
Aording to Eq. (3.12) the trunated inverz Bn is readily alulable from the
aij tridiagonal matrix elements, provided the b1n+1/b1n quotient is at our disposal.
3.2 Three-term reurrene relations
Due to Eq. (3.2) the matrix elements bij of the inverz of an innite symmetri
tridiagonal matrix automatially satisfy a three-term reurrene relation in both
indexes
δij = βi−1bi−1j + αibij + βibi+1j , for i = 1, . . . ,∞, j xed, (3.13)
δij = βj−1bij−1 + αjbij + βjbij+1, for j = 1, . . . ,∞, i xed. (3.14)
Let us onsider the (homogeneous) three-term reurrene relation
xn+1 = bnxn + anxn−1, an 6= 0, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , (3.15)
where an, bn omplex numbers are the oeients of the reurrene relation. A
sequene of omplex numbers {xn}∞n=0 is alled a solution of (3.15) if its xn elements
satisfy the equation for all n ∈ N. The set of all solutions {xn}∞n=0 of (3.15) form
a linear vetor spae of dimension two over the eld of omplex numbers, and the
zero vetor of this spae is the {0}∞n=0 trivial solution. A distinguished type of
solution is the minimal solution. If there exists a non-trivial solution {mn}∞n=0 and
another solution {dn}∞n=0 of (3.15) suh that
lim
n→∞
mn
dn
= 0, (3.16)
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then {mn} is alled the minimal (subdominal) solution. A solution whih is not
minimal, like {dn}, is alled the dominant solution. In general, a reurrene relation
may or may not have a minimal solution, and it is lear that if {mn} is a minimal
solution then {m′} := c{m} for ∀c 6= 0 is a minimal solution as well. Moreover any
other non-trivial {yn} solutions are dominant sine they an be written
{yn} = c1{mn}+ c2{dn}, c2 6= 0, (3.17)
where {dn} is a dominant solution. The existene of a minimal solution is strongly
related to the onvergene of a ontinued fration (see Setion 3.3).
Suppose the x0 and x1 elements of the (3.15) three-term reurrene relation
are at our disposal and we want to apply the reurrene relation in a diret way
to determine {xn}∞n=0 reursively. However, for a minimal solution this method
does fail in pratie. Gautshi [45℄ pointed out that a diret reursive alulation
of a minimal solution of a three-term reurrene relation is numerially unstable.
A surprising demonstration of this instability an be found in [41℄ on page 219.
We note here that three-term linear reurrene relations are losely linked to
linear dierene equations of order two.
3.3 Continued frations
The study of ontinued frations, i.e. mathematial expressions of the form
bo +
a1
b1 +
a2
b2 +
a3
b3 + · · ·+
an
bn
(3.18)
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started in the 16th entury with a work of Bombelli [46℄ in 1572, who wrote down
the rst nite ontinued fration
3 +
4
6 +
4
6
= 3.6 (3.19)
to approximate
√
13 ≈ 3.6055. The traditional form (3.18) of a ontinued fration
is often written more eonomially as
b0(z) +
a1
b1 +
a2
b2 +
a3
b3 +
· · ·
+
an
bn
. (3.20)
The rst ontinued frations were onstruted from integers and were used to ap-
proximate various algebrai numbers, among others the π. From the 17th entury
on the ontinued fration evolved into an important tool of number theory. First
Shwenter, Huygens, Wallis latter Lagrange, Legendre, Gauss and Galois made
extensive use of regular ontinued frations, ontinued frations with integer oef-
ients, in their number theoretial studies.
Euler extended the notion of a ontinued fration by generalizing its oeients
as funtions of omplex variables rather than simple numbers. This way ontinued
fration expansions ould be used as speial tools in the analyti approximations
of speial lasses of analyti funtions. Following Euler's results a long list of bril-
liant mathematiians from the 19th entury, names like Laplae, Jaobi, Riemann,
Stieltjes, Frobenius and Thebyhe made ourish the analyti theory of ontinued
frations within the framework of the lassial 19th entury analysis.
Mathematial physis had also disovered the ontinued frations. Continued
fration expansion of speial funtions, solution of three-term reurrene relations
and Padé approximants represent important eld of appliations. The available
ontinuously inreasing omputational power has also ontributed to the present-
day suess of ontinued frations in mathematial physis.
Rigorously a ontinued fration is dened as an ordered pair of the type
(({an(z)}, {bn(z)}), {fn(z)}), (3.21)
where {an(z)}∞1 and {bn(z)}∞0 , with all an(z) 6= 0, are two sequenes of omplex
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valued funtions dened on the region D of the omplex plane. The omplex values
of an(z) and bn(z) are alled the n-th partial numerator and partial denominator of
the ontinued fration, or simply the oeients or elements. The {fn(z)} sequene
of omplex funtions is given by
fn(z) = Sn(0, z), n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (3.22)
where
Sn(wn, z) = Sn−1(sn(wn, z), z), S0(w0, z) = s0(w0, z), (3.23)
with the
sn(wn, z) =
an(z)
bn(z) + wn
, n ≥ 1, s0(w0, z) = b0(z) + w0, (3.24)
linear frational transformation.
Here Sn(wn, z) is alled the n-th approximant of the ontinued fration with
respet to the {wn}∞n=0 omplex series. Applying reursively the (3.24) linear
frational transformation the n-th approximant of the ontinued fration an be
written as
Sn(wn, z) = b0(z) +
a1(z)
b1(z) +
a2(z)
b2(z) +
· · ·
+
an(z)
bn(z) + wn
. (3.25)
Similarly, for the Sn(0, z) approximant we got
Sn(0, z) = b0(z) +
n
K
i=1
(
ai(z)
bi(z)
)
= b0(z) +
a1(z)
b1(z) +
a2(z)
b2(z) +
· · ·
+
an(z)
bn(z)
, (3.26)
where the new notation Kni=1(ai/bi) was introdued for the approximant. Subse-
quently for the (({an(z)}, {bn(z)}), {fn(z)}) ontinued fration one of the
b0(z) +
a1(z)
b1(z) +
a2(z)
b2(z) +
· · · , or b0(z) +
∞
K
n=1
(
an(z)
bn(z)
)
(3.27)
notations will be used.
The onvergene of a ontinued fration means the onvergene of the sequene
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of approximants Sn(wn, z) to an extended omplex number
f(z) = lim
n→∞
Sn(wn, z) . (3.28)
If f(z) exists for two dierent sequenes of {wn} then f(z) is unique. For a detailed
disussion of onvergene results see Chapter IV of [42℄.
There are several algorithm to ompute the n-th approximant of a ontinued
fration. The bakward reurrene algorithm onsists of summing-up the (3.25)
fration starting at its tail. This method is proved to be numerially stable. The
main drawbak of the bakward reurrene algorithm is that it needs to be re-
alulated for eah approximant. An alternative method, the forward reurrene
algorithm is based upon the following
Sn(wn, z) =
An(z) +An−1(z)w
Bn(z) +Bn−1(z)w
(3.29)
representation of Sn(wn, z), where An(z), Bn(z) are alled the n-th numerator, de-
nominator, respetively. The n-th numerator and denominator satisfy a reurrene
relation namely
An(z) = bn(z) + An−1(z) + an(z)An−2(z) (3.30)
Bn(z) = bn(z) +Bn−1(z) + an(z)Bn−2(z), (3.31)
with A−1 = 1, A0 = b0, B−1 = 0, B0 = 1. In ontrast with the forward algorithm,
one an easily obtain Sn+1(wn+1, z) from Sn(wn, z) using the bakward algorithm,
but on the other hand, this method is less stable than the rst one.
A speial lass of ontinued frations for whih the limits
lim
n→∞
an(z) = a(z) and lim
n→∞
bn(z) = b(z) (3.32)
exist for all z ∈ D is alled the limit 1-periodi ontinued fration. The more
general ase is the limit-k periodi ontinued fration for whih we have
lim
n→∞
akn+p(z) = ap(z) and lim
n→∞
bkn+p(z) = bp(z) for p = 1, 2, . . . , k .
(3.33)
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Limit periodi ontinued frations play an important role in the analyti theory of
ontinued frations, sine most of the ontinued fration representation of speial
funtions are limit periodi ontinued frations. The onvergene properties of
limit periodi ontinued frations are determined by the behavior of their tail by
means of the w±(z) xed points of the limit linear frational transformation
s(w, z) = lim
n→∞
sn(wn, z) =
a(z)
b(z) + w
. (3.34)
The w±(z) xed points are given as the solutions of the s(w) = w xed point
equation
w =
a(z)
b(z) + w
⇒ w±(z) = −b(z)/2±
√
(b(z)/2)2 + a(z). (3.35)
The xed point with smaller modulus is alled attrative xed point, while the
other one is named as the repulsive one. Sine w±(z) represent the tail of a
limit 1-periodi ontinued fration we an aelerate the onvergene using the
attrative xed point in the approximant Sn(w, z) [47℄.
3.3.1 Analyti ontinuation of ontinued frations
The idea of analyti ontinuation of a ontinued fration b0(z) + K(an(z)/bn(z))
by means of an appropriate hoie of wn(z) for the Sn(wn(z)) approximant was
proposed by Waadeland [48℄ and later realled by Masson [49℄. By examining limit
periodi ontinued frations they sought a modiation of the tail of a ontinued
fration whih led to its analyti extension.
If a ontinued fration onverges in a ertain omplex region D, then in many
ases it is possible to extend the region of onvergene to a larger domain D∗ ⊇ D,
where D∗ depends on the hoie of the funtions wn(z).
In the ase of limit 1-periodi ontinued frations the analyti ontinuation
fD∗(z) of the ontinued fration f(z) in (3.28) is dened with the help of the xed
points w±(z) of Eq. (3.35) as
fD∗(z) = lim
n→∞
Sn(w±(z), z). (3.36)
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In Eq. (3.36) the analyti expressions for the w±(z) xed points are ontinued
analytially and then employed to sum up the ontinued fration, this way providing
the analyti ontinuation of the ontinued fration.
BauerMuir transformation
The numerial omputation of approximants Sn(w±(z), z) might be unstable, spe-
ially for z belonging to the extended region, whih leads to unsatisfatory on-
vergene. This problem an be overome by using the BauerMuir transformation
of a ontinued fration (see eq. [41℄) We note that the method dates bak to the
original work of Bauer [50℄ and Muir [51℄ in the 1870's.
The BauerMuir transform of a ontinued fration b0(z)+K (an(z)/bn(z)) with
respet to a sequene of omplex numbers {wn}∞n=0 is dened as the ontinued
fration d0(z)+K (cn(z)/dn(z)), whose lassial approximants Sn(0, z) are equal
to the modied approximants Sn(wn, z) of the original ontinued fration. The
transformed ontinued fration exists and an be alulated as
d0 = b0 + w0, c1 = λ1, d1 = b1 + w1, (3.37)
ci = ai−1qi−1, di = bi + wi − wi−2qi−1, i ≥ 2,
λi = ai − wi−1(bi + wi), qi = λi+1/λi i ≥ 1,
if and only if λi 6= 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . .
3.3.2 Pinherle's theorem
Continued frations and three-term reurrene relations are intimitaly onneted.
The existene of a minimal solution of a (3.15) three-term reurrene relation is
strongly related to the onvergene of a ontinued fration onstruted from the
oeients of the reurrene relation. This onnetion is revealed by Pinherle in
1894 [52℄. Below we state Pinherle's theorem without its proof whih an be found
in [41, 42℄.
Theorem 2 (Pinherle's Theorem). Let an and bn be a sequene of omplex
numbers with an 6= 0 for n = 1, 2, . . .
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(A) The three-term reurrene relation
xn+1 = bnxn + anxn−1, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , (3.38)
with oeients an and bn has a minimal solution {mn} if and only if the ontinued
fration
∞
K
n=1
(
an
bn
)
=
a1
b1 +
a2
b2 +
· · ·
+
an
bn +
· · · (3.39)
onverges.
(B) Provided (3.38) has a minimal solution {mn}, then for N = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
mN+1
mN
= −K∞n=1
(
an+N
bn+N
)
= −a1+N
b1+N +
a2+N
b2+N +
· · ·
+
an+N
bn+N +
· · · (3.40)
Remarks:
• Equation (3.40) asserts that the ratio of two arbitrary suessive elements of
the minimal solution an be alulated by a ontinued fration.
• The onnetion between ontinued frations and three-term reurrene rela-
tions provides the link between ontinued frations and speial funtions (i.e.
hypergeometri funtions and orthogonal polynomials).
• The genious Indian mathematian Ramanujan left behind, written in his
notebook [53℄, many interesting and original ontributions to modern math-
ematis among whih several dealt with the theory of ontinued frations.
Unfortunately he did not give proofs of his ideas. It is worth noting that
mathematiians have found Pinherle's theorem as a useful tool to prove
some of Ramanujan's formulae.
Chapter 4
Continued fration representation
of Green's operators
In this hapter we present a rather general and easy-to-apply method for alu-
lating disrete Hilbert spae basis representation of those Green's operators that
orrespond to Hamiltonians having innite symmetri tridiagonal (i.e. Jaobi) ma-
trix form. The proedure neessitates the evaluation of the Hamiltonian matrix on
this basis. The analytially alulated elements of the Jaobi matrix are used to
onstrut a ontinued fration, whih is utilized in the evaluation of the Green's
matrix. The onstruted ontinued fration representation of the Green's operator
is onvergent in the bound state energy region and an be ontinued analytially
to the whole omplex energy plane.
Our method of alulating Green's matries ensures a omplete analyti and
readily omputable representation of the Green's operator on the whole omplex
plane. Furthermore this is ahieved at a very little ost: in pratie only the matrix
elements of the Hamiltonian are required.
After the expose of the method the ontinued fration representation of spei
Green's operators are given. The Coulomb Green's operator, relativisti Green's
operators, the Green's operator orresponding to the D-dimensional harmoni os-
illator and the Green's operator of the generalized Coulomb potential is onsid-
ered. The onvergene and the analyti ontinuation of the ontinued fration is
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illustrated with the example of the Coulomb Green's operator. The numerial a-
uray of the method is demonstrated via the alulation of the relativisti energy
spetrum of hydrogen-like atoms.
4.1 The method
In order to determine a matrix representation of the Green's operator, rst a suit-
able basis has to be dened. Let us onsider the set of states {|i〉} and {|˜i〉}, with
i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , whih form a omplete biorthonormal basis, i.e.
〈˜i|j〉 = 〈i|j˜〉 = δij (4.1)
1 =
∞∑
i=0
|˜i〉〈i| =
∞∑
i=0
|i〉〈˜i|
and render the E −H operator symmetri tridiagonal
Ji′i = 〈i′|(E −H)|i〉 =

· ·
· · ·
· · ·
· ·

∞×∞
. (4.2)
Here E is a omplex parameter and H denotes the Hamilton operator. Aording
to Eq. (4.2) we say that the Hamiltonian exhibits a Jaobi matrix struture.
The Green's operator orresponding to the Hamiltonian H satises the operator
equation
1 = G(E)(E −H). (4.3)
In the (4.1) disrete biorthonormal basis representation this relation takes the form
of the following matrix equation
δji =
∞∑
i′=0
〈j˜|G(E)|˜i′〉〈i′|(E −H)|i〉 =
∞∑
i′=0
Gji′Ji′ i. (4.4)
Sine the basis is hosen suh that E −H possesses a tridiagonal matrix represen-
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tation, the Green's matrix appears as the inverz of a symmetri innite tridiagonal
matrix.
In Setion 3.1 the inverz of an innite symmetri tridiagonal matrix was studied
and a formula for its n-th leading submatrix was derived. Let us denote the n-th
leading submatrix of the innite Green's matrix by G(n). Aording to Theorem
1, G(n) an be written as
G
(n)
ij =
[
Jij + δjn δin Jnn+1
G0n+1
G0n
]−1
. (4.5)
Eq. (4.5) asserts that the Green's matrix elements G
(n)
ij an be alulated from the
Jaobi matrix elements Jij provided the G0n+1/G0n quotient is at our disposal.
On the other hand, from the tridiagonality of E − H and from Eq. (4.4) it
automatially follows that the matrix elements Gji = 〈j˜|G(E)|˜i〉 satisfy a three-
term reurrene relation
δji = Gji−1Ji−1i +GjiJii +Gji+1Ji+1i. (4.6)
Therefore G0n+1/G0n represents a ratio of two onseutive elements of a solution
of a three-term reurrene relation. It is known, that the solutions of three-term
reurrene relations span a two-dimensional spae and a speial type of solution,
alled the minimal solution, is intimately onneted to ontinued frations. (see
Setion 3.2 and 3.3). Aording to Pinherle's Theorem, if the Green's matrix
elements represent a minimal solution of the (4.6) three-term reurrene relation,
then the ratio of its two onseutive elements is given in terms of a onvergent
ontinued fration
G0n+1
G0n
= − un
dn +
un+1
dn+1 +
un+2
dn+2 + · · ·
, (4.7)
with oeients
ui = −Ji,i−1
Ji,i+1
, di = − Ji,i
Ji,i+1
. (4.8)
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The Green's matrix elements Gij and the (4.6) three-term reurrene relation,
by the (4.3) denition, obviously depend on the (omplex) energy parameter E.
First we show that there is a region of the omplex E-plane where the physially
relevant solution of the (4.6) reurrene relation for the Green's matrix is the min-
imal one, whih makes possible a onvergent ontinued fration representation of
the Green's operator on this region by utilizing Eqs. (4.5) and (4.7). Afterwards the
analyti expression of the onvergent ontinued fration is extended to other do-
main of the E-plane, where the physial Green's matrix is not the minimal solution
of the reurrene relation.
On the ℜE < 0 region of the omplex plane and in ase of short-range potentials
the oordinate spae representation of the Green's operator an be onstruted as
[19℄
G(r, r′, k) = ϕl(k, r<)f
(+)
l (k, r>)/F(k), (4.9)
where ϕl(k, r) is the regular solution, f
(+)
l (k, r) is the Jost solution, F(k) is the
Jost funtion and k is the wave number. The Jost solution is dened by the relation
lim
r→∞
e
∓ikr f
(±)
l (k, r) = 1. (4.10)
Let us dene a new Green's funtion as
G˜(r, r′, k) = ϕl(k, r<)fl(k, r>)/F(k), (4.11)
where fl is a linear ombination of f
(+)
l and f
(−)
l . If ℜE < 0 f (+)l is exponentially
dereasing and f
(−)
l is exponentially inreasing. Thus, for any G˜ we have
lim
r′→∞
G(r, r′, k)
G˜(r, r′, k)
= 0, if ℜE < 0. (4.12)
We note, that both G and G˜ satisfy the dening equation Eq. (4.3), but only G of
Eq. (4.9) is the physial Green's funtion. The above onsiderations, with a slight
modiation in Eq. (4.10), are also valid for the Coulomb ase. An interesting result
of the study of Ref. [54℄ is that the Green's matrix from Jaobi-matrix Hamiltonian,
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has an analogous struture to Eq. (4.9)
Gii′(k) = (ϕl)i<(k)(f
(+)
l )i>(k)/F(k), (4.13)
where (ϕl)i(k) = 〈ϕl(k)|˜i〉 and (f (+)l )i(k) = 〈f (+)l (k)|˜i〉. Similarly, we dene
(fl)i(k) = 〈fl(k)|˜i〉 and
G˜ii′ (k) = (ϕl)i<(k)(fl)i>(k)/F(k). (4.14)
On the ℜE < 0 region of the omplex plane as r → ∞ fl(k, r) exponentially
dominates over f
(+)
l (k, r), thus for their L
2
representation the following relation
holds
lim
i→∞
(f
(+)
l )i(k)
(fl)i(k)
= 0, if ℜE < 0. (4.15)
This implies a similar relation for the Green's matries
lim
i′→∞
Gii′ (k)
G˜ii′ (k)
= 0, if ℜE < 0. (4.16)
So, we an onlude that in the ℜE < 0 region of omplex E-plane the physially
relevant Green's matrix Gii′ appears as the minimal solution of the (4.6) reurrene
relation. Therefore our Green's matrix for bound-state energies an be determined
by a onvergent ontinued fration.
In other regions of the omplex energy plane (i.e. the region of sattering en-
ergies and resonanes) the ontinued fration fails to onverge and the reurrene
relation does not have a minimal solution. On the other hand, G0N+1/G0N in (4.7)
is an analyti funtion of the omplex energy parameter, and there is a domain of
the omplex plane where this funtion is represented by a onvergent ontinued
fration, thus values on other domains an be obtained by the analyti ontinua-
tion of a ontinued fration (see Setion 3.3.1).
Let us suppose we have a limit 1-periodi ontinued frations, that is the ui
and di oeients in (4.8) have the following limit property
lim
i→∞
ui = u and lim
i→∞
di = d. (4.17)
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In this ase the ontinued fration (4.7) takes the form
G0n+1
G0n
= − un
dn +
un+1
dn+1 + · · ·+
u
d+
u
d+ · · ·
. (4.18)
The w tail of this ontinued fration satises the impliit relation
w =
u
d+ w
, (4.19)
whih is solved by
w± = −d/2±
√
(d/2)2 + u . (4.20)
Replaing the tail of the ontinued fration by its expliit analyti form w±, we
an speed up the onvergene and, whih is more important, we an perform an
analyti ontinuation. This implies the usage of w± = w±(z) in the (3.25) formula
for the Sn(w, z) ontinued fration approximants also at those z values, where the
ontinued fration fails to onverge.
The w+ hoie gives an analyti ontinuation to the physial sheet, while w−,
whih also onverges, gives an analyti ontinuation to the unphysial sheet. This
observation an be taken by onsidering the formula for the Green's operator on
the physial sheet [20℄
〈˜i|G(E + i0)|˜i〉 − 〈˜i|G(E − i0)|˜i〉 = −2πi〈˜i|ψ(E)〉〈ψ(E)|˜i〉, (4.21)
where ψ(E) is the sattering wave funtion, and utilizing the (2.11) analyti prop-
erties of Green's operators. Then we an readily obtain that the imaginary part of
〈˜i|G(E + i0)|˜i〉 should be negative and this ondition an only be fullled with the
hoie of w+.
We have shown that Eqs. (4.5) and (4.7) together with the theory of analyti
ontinuation of a ontinued fration supply a omplete disrete Hilbert spae repre-
sentation of the Green's operator on the whole omplex energy plane. The Green's
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matrix an be obtained from the Jaobi Hamiltonian for arbitrary omplex energies
by simply evaluating a ontinued fration and performing a matrix inversion.
4.2 D-dimensional Coulomb Green's operator
Here we use the CoulombSturmian basis and show that on this basis the D-
dimensional Coulomb Hamiltonian possesses a Jaobi-matrix struture. Then the
analytially derived J-matrix elements are utilized, following the method of the
previous setion, to alulate the ontinued fration representation of the Green's
operator. The onvergene of the ontinued fration and the tehnique of the
analyti ontinuation is demonstrated in pratie.
Let us onsider the D-dimensional radial Coulomb Hamiltonian
HC = − ~
2
2m
(
d
2
dr2
+
1
r2
(
l+
D − 3
2
)(
l +
D − 1
2
))
+
Ze2
r
, (4.22)
where m, l, e and Z stand for the mass, angular momentum, eletron harge and
harge number, respetively. (See, e.g. Ref. [55℄ and referenes.) The bound state
energy spetrum is given by
Enrl = −
mZ2e4
2~2(nr + l +
D−1
2 )
2
, (4.23)
and the orresponding wave funtions are
ψnrl(r) = a0
(
r0Γ(nr + 1)
2Γ(nr + 2l +D − 1)
)1/2
exp(−a0
2
r)(a0r)
l+D−1
2 L(2l+D−2)nr (a0r),
(4.24)
where we used the notation a0 = ((nr + l +
D−1
2 )r0)
−1
and r0 = ~
2/(2mZe2).
The CoulombSturmian (CS) funtions, the SturmLiouville solutions of the
Hamiltonian (4.22), appear as
φnl(b, r) =
(
Γ(n+ 1)
Γ(n+ 2l+D − 1)
)1/2
exp(−br)(2br)l+D−12 L(2l+D−2)n (2br), (4.25)
where b is a sale parameter, n is the radial quantum number and L
(α)
n denotes
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the generalized Laguerre polynomials [56℄. The CS funtions of (4.25) are the gen-
eralizations of the orresponding CS funtions for the three-dimensional ase [57℄.
Introduing the notation 〈r|n〉 ≡ φnl(b, r) and 〈r|n˜〉 ≡ φnl(b, r)/r for the CS fun-
tion and its biorthonormal partner respetively, we an express the orthogonality
and ompleteness of these funtions as
〈n|n˜′〉 = δnn′ (4.26)
1 =
∞∑
n=0
|n˜〉〈n| =
∞∑
n=0
|n〉〈n˜|, (4.27)
onrming that they form a disrete biorthonormal basis in the sense of (4.1). The
overlap of two CS funtions an be written in terms of a three-term expression
〈n|n′〉 = (2b)−1
[
+ δnn′(2n+ 2l +D − 1)
− δnn′−1((n+ 1)(n+ 2l+D − 1))1/2
− δnn′+1(n(n+ 2l+D − 2))1/2
]
.
(4.28)
A similar expression holds for the matrix elements of HC
〈n|HC |n′〉 = ~
2b
4m
[
+ δnn′
(
2n+ 2l+D − 1− 2
r0b
)
+ δnn′−1((n+ 1)(n+ 2l +D − 1))1/2
+ δnn′+1(n(n+ 2l+D − 2))1/2
]
.
(4.29)
Let us denote the Coulomb Green's operator as GC(E) = (E − HC)−1 and
determine its CS matrix elements GCij = 〈˜i|GCl |˜j〉 by applying the general method
desribed previously. The starting point in this proedure is the observation that
the Jij = 〈i|(E − HC)|j〉 matrix possesses an innite symmetri tridiagonal i.e.
Jaobi struture, and the nonzero elements of this tridiagonal matrix are obtained
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immediately from Eqs. (4.28) and (4.29) as
Jii = (2i+ 2l+D − 1)(k2 − b2) ~
2
4mb
− Ze2 (4.30)
Jii−1 = −[i(i+ 2l+D − 2)]1/2(k2 + b2) ~
2
4mb
,
where k = (2mE/~2)1/2 is the wave number.
Then the n-th leading submatrix G
C(n)
ij of the innite Green's matrix is repre-
sented by
G
C(n)
ij = [Jij + δjn δin Jnn+1 F ]
−1 , (4.31)
where F is a ontinued fration
F = − un
dn +
un+1
dn+1 +
un+2
dn+2 + · · ·
, (4.32)
with oeients
ui = −Ji,i−1/Ji,i+1, di = −Ji,i/Ji,i+1 . (4.33)
The above ontinued fration F , as it stands, is only onvergent for negative
energies, but sine it is a limit-1 periodi ontinued fration, i.e. its oeients ui
and di possess the limit properties
u ≡ lim
i→∞
ui = −1 (4.34)
d ≡ lim
i→∞
di = 2(k
2 − b2)/(k2 + b2) ,
it an be ontinued analytially to the whole omplex energy plane by replaing its
tail with
w± = (b± ik)2/(b2 + k2) , (4.35)
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aording to Setion 4.1. This way Eq. (4.31) provides the CS basis representation
of the Coulomb Green's operator on the whole omplex energy plane.
We note here that the CoulombSturmian representation of the Coulomb Green's
operatorGCij has already been alulated [25, 27, 28, 29℄ by evaluating a ompliated
integral of the oordinate spae Green's operator and the (4.25) CS funtions. This
integral, for example in the ase of GC00 = 〈0˜|GC|0˜〉 ould be performed analytially
leading to the result
GC00 = −
4mb
~2(b− ik)2
1
l + (D − 1)/2 + iγ
× 2F1
(
−l − D − 3
2
+ iγ, 1; l+
D + 1
2
+ iγ + 2;
(
b+ ik
b− ik
)2) (4.36)
ontaining the 2F1 hypergeometri funtion [56℄. Afterwards G
C
00 together with a
three-term reurrene relation ould be applied in order to alulate other matrix
elements reursively.
We point out that with the hoie of Z = 0 the D-dimensional Coulomb Hamil-
tonian (4.22) redues to the D-dimensional kineti energy operator and our formulas
provide the CS basis representation of the Green's operator of the free partile as
well.
4.2.1 Convergene of the ontinued fration
Below we demonstrate the onvergene and the numerial auray of the (4.31)
ontinued fration representation of the Coulomb Green's operator. We alulate
the GC00(E) matrix element of the D-dimensional Coulomb Green's operator for
l = 0 and D = 3 ase at E = (−100, 0) and E = (1000, 1) energy values from
the bound and sattering state regions of the omplex E-plane. For omparison,
the numerial value of GC00(E) alulated by the analyti expression (4.36) is also
quoted here and denoted by GA.
The ontinued fration (4.32) has been evaluated by alulating its n-th ap-
proximants with respet to dierent {wn} series. For bound state energies the
onvergene of the ontinued fration with respet to the dierent hoie of {wn},
while for the sattering ase the eet of the analyti ontinuation and the Bauer-
Muir transformation has been examined.
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In Table 4.1 we an observe exellent onvergene of the ontinued fration
to the exat value in all ases. In ase of ℜE ≤ 0 the Green's matrix elements
represent the minimal solution of a three-term reurrene relation, thus due to
Pinherle's theorem the ontinued fration is onvergent. The dierent hoie of
{wn}, e.g. we took the wn = 0, wn = w+ and wn = w− hoies, inuenes only the
speed of onvergene.
In Table 4.2 the ontinued fration approximants of G00(E) are shown for a
sattering energy ase. In the region of ℜE ≥ 0, in omplete aordane with
Pinherle's theorem, the original ontinued fration (4.32) diverges, only its analyti
ontinuations are onvergent. We reall here that wn = w+ provides analyti
ontinuation to the physial, while wn = w− to the unphysial sheet. In Table
4.2 only approximants with respet to w+ are given. However, as the rst olumn
shows, the onvergene is rather poor. This an be onsiderably improved by the
repeated appliation of the BauerMuir transformation (see Setion 3.3.1). In fat,
as an be seen in the last olumn, an auray similar to the bound state ase an
be easily reahed here with e.g. an eightfold BauerMuir transform.
Examining Table 4.1 and 4.2 we an draw the onlusion that the general and
easily omputable ontinued fration method of Setion 4.1 provides a onvergent,
numerially stable and aurate representation on the whole omplex plane.
4.2.2 Numerial test
We an immediately test the analyti properties of GC by determining the (4.23)
eigenvalues of the attrative Coulomb interation in three-dimension as the poles of
the Green's matrix (see Setion 2). Figure 4.1 shows det[GC(E)], the determinant
of the Green's matrix as the funtion of the E energy parameter. The poles oinide
with the exat Coulomb energy levels up to mahine auray. We stress that, from
the point of view of determining the energy eigenvalues, the rank of the matrix and
the spei hoie of the CS basis parameter are irrelevant. An arbitrary-rank
matrix representation of the Coulomb Green's operator exhibits all the properties
of the system and our Green's matrix ontains all the innitely many eigenvalues.
This is espeially interesting if we ompare with the usual proedure of alulating
eigenvalues of a nite Hamiltonian matrix of rank N , whih ould only provide
an upper limit for the N lowest eigenvalues. Our proedure does not trunate
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E = (−100, 0)
n G(0) G(w+) G(w−)
1 (-5.44922314793965,0) (-5.59142801316938,0) (-0.92906408986331,0)
2 (-5.54075476366523,0) (-5.56131039101044,0) (-4.70080363351349,0)
3 (-5.55501552420656,0) (-5.55812941271530,0) (-5.39340957492282,0)
4 (-5.55726787304507,0) (-5.55775017508704,0) (-5.52662100417805,0)
5 (-5.55762610832912,0) (-5.55770176067796,0) (-5.55192403535264,0)
6 (-5.55768333962797,0) (-5.55769530213874,0) (-5.55663951922343,0)
7 (-5.55769251168083,0) (-5.55769441374319,0) (-5.55750389878413,0)
8 (-5.55769398510141,0) (-5.55769428874846,0) (-5.55766025755765,0)
9 (-5.55769422223276,0) (-5.55769427085427,0) (-5.55768824220786,0)
10 (-5.55769426045319,0) (-5.55769426825710,0) (-5.55769320762502,0)
11 (-5.55769426662100,0) (-5.55769426787592,0) (-5.55769408236034,0)
12 (-5.55769426761735,0) (-5.55769426781946,0) (-5.55769423553196,0)
13 (-5.55769426777843,0) (-5.55769426781103,0) (-5.55769426221577,0)
14 (-5.55769426780450,0) (-5.55769426780976,0) (-5.55769426684377,0)
15 (-5.55769426780872,0) (-5.55769426780957,0) (-5.55769426764335,0)
16 (-5.55769426780940,0) (-5.55769426780954,0) (-5.55769426778103,0)
17 (-5.55769426780951,0) (-5.55769426780954,0) (-5.55769426780465,0)
18 (-5.55769426780954,0) (-5.55769426780870,0)
19 (-5.55769426780954,0) (-5.55769426780939,0)
20 (-5.55769426780950,0)
21 (-5.55769426780954,0)
22 (-5.55769426780954,0)
GA = (−5.55769426780954, 0)
Table 4.1: Convergene of the ontinued fration for the G00 element of the Green's
matrix at ℜE < 0. The rst, seond and third olumn ontain approximants of
the ontinued fration with wn = 0, wn = w+ and wn = w−, respetively. For
omparison we also give the GA (4.36) analyti result. All the G00 values are
saled with 102.
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E = (1000, 1)
n G(w+)(0) G(w+)(1) G(w+)(5) G(w+)(8)
1 (1.076,-0.678) (1.8072,-0.3293) (-0.4129544,-0.14238595) (-0.2321154,-0.073120618)
5 (1.074,-0.279) (1.1225,-0.3783) (4.29352799,-1.63424931) (-1.4408861,-0.350899497)
10 (1.198,-0.325) (1.1425,-0.3162) (1.13445656,-0.32244006) (1.20667672,0.237375310)
15 (1.110,-0.346) (1.1497,-0.3353) (1.14598003,-0.33019962) (1.14702383,-0.332562329)
20 (1.160,-0.307) (1.1415,-0.3287) (1.14512823,-0.33023791) (1.14511731,-0.330140243)
25 (1.141,-0.354) (1.1478,-0.3298) (1.14523860,-0.33015825) (1.14523597,-0.330179581)
30 (1.139,-0.312) (1.1437,-0.3311) (1.14522511,-0.33018993) (1.14522395,-0.330182552)
35 (1.157,-0.341) (1.1458,-0.3290) (1.14522377,-0.33017859) (1.14522539,-0.330181124)
40 (1.131,-0.325) (1.1451,-0.3312) (1.14522642,-0.33018226) (1.14522527,-0.330181563)
45 (1.158,-0.327) (1.1448,-0.3294) (1.14522458,-0.33018138) (1.14522524,-0.330181440)
50 (1.135,-0.337) (1.1457,-0.3305) (1.14522559,-0.33018133) (1.14522527,-0.330181470)
55 (1.149,-0.320) (1.1446,-0.3300) (1.14522512,-0.33018161) (1.14522525,-0.330181465)
60 (1.145,-0.340) (1.1456,-0.3300) (1.14522528,-0.33018135) (1.14522526,-0.330181464)
65 (1.140,-0.322) (1.1449,-0.3304) (1.14522527,-0.33018153) (1.14522525,-0.330181466)
70 (1.152,-0.334) (1.1453,-0.3298) (1.14522523,-0.33018143) (1.14522526,-0.330181465)
75 (1.137,-0.329) (1.1452,-0.3304) (1.14522528,-0.33018147) (1.14522526,-0.330181466)
80 (1.152,-0.327) (1.1450,-0.3296) (1.14522524,-0.33018146) (1.14522526,-0.330181465)
85 (1.140,-0.335) (1.1454,-0.3302) (1.14522527,-0.33018145) (1.14522526,-0.330181465)
90 (1.147,-0.323) (1.1450,-0.3301) (1.14522525,-0.33018147) (1.14522526,-0.330181465)
95 (1.146,-0.336) (1.1453,-0.3300) (1.14522526,-0.33018145) (1.14522526,-0.330181465)
GA = (1.14522526,−0.330181465)
Table 4.2: Convergene of the ontinued fration for the G00 element of the Green's
matrix at ℜE > 0. All olumns ontain approximants of the analyti ontinuation
of the ontinued fration with respet to w+. While the rst, seond, third and
fourth olumn ontain approximants without, with one-fold, with ve-fold and with
eight-fold Bauer-Muir transform, respetively. For omparison we also give the GA
(4.36) analyti result. All the G00 values are saled with 10
2
.
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the Coulomb Hamiltonian, sine all the higher Jij matrix elements are impliitly
ontained in the ontinued fration.
In order to have a more stringent test we have performed the ontour integral
I(C) =
1
2πi
∮
C
dE G00(E). (4.37)
If the domain surrounded by C does not ontain any pole, then I(C) = 0. If this
domain ontains a single bound state pole, I(C) = 〈0˜|ψ〉〈ψ|0˜〉 must hold, while if C
irumvents the whole spetrum then I(C) = 〈0˜|0˜〉 is expeted. With appropriate
seletion of Gauss integration points we ould reah 12 digits auray in all ases.
This indiates that the alulation of the Green's matrix from a J-matrix via the
ontinued fration method is aurate on the whole omplex plane.
4.3 Relativisti Coulomb Green's operators
In this setion we speify our method for relativisti Coulomb Green's operators:
the Coulomb Green's operator of the Klein-Gordon and of the seond order Dira
equations. The latter is physially equivalent to the onventional Dira equation
but seems to have several advantages from the mathematial point of view. For
details see Ref. [58℄ and referenes therein.
The Hamiltonian of the radial Coulomb KleinGordon and seond order Dira
equations are shown to possess an innite symmetri tridiagonal matrix struture
on the relativisti CoulombSturmian basis. This allows us to give an analyti
representation of the orresponding Coulomb Green's operators in terms of on-
tinued frations. The poles of the Green's matrix reprodue the exat relativisti
hydrogen spetrum.
It is noted here that the CoulombSturmian matrix elements of the seond
order Dira equation has already been obtained by Hostler [58℄ via evaluating
ompliated ontour integrals. Our derivation, however is muh simpler, it relies
only on the Jaobi-matrix struture of the Hamiltonian, and the result obtained is
also better suited for numerial alulations. In Hostler's paper the results appear
in terms of Γ and hypergeometri funtions, while our proedure results in an easily
omputable and analytially ontinuable ontinued fration.
The radial Klein-Gordon and seond order Dira equation for Coulomb inter-
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)]
Figure 4.1: The determinant of a 3× 3 three-dimensional Coulomb Green's matrix
det[GC(E)] as the funtion of the energy E for l = 1. The bound states of the
Coulomb problem are loated at energies where the vertial lines ross the hori-
zontal axis. (These lines are shown only for demonstrative purposes, they do not
orrespond to the values of det[GC(E)].) Atomi units of m = e = ~ = 1 and
Z = −1 were used. For the sake of larity only the rst 6 energy levels are shown.
These are loated at En = −1/[2(n+ l + 1)]2 with n ≤ 5 aording to (4.23).
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ation are given by
Hu |ξu〉 = 0, (4.38)
where
Hu =
(
E
~c
)2
− µ2 + 2αZ
~c
E
r
+
d2
dr2
− u (u+ 1)
r2
. (4.39)
Here µ = mc/~, α = e2/~c, m is the mass and Z denotes the harge. For the
Klein-Gordon ase u is given by
u = −1
2
+
√
1
4
+ l(l+ 1)− (Zα)2, (4.40)
and in the ase of the seond order Dira equation for the dierent spin states we
have
u± = −1
2
∓ 1
2
+
√(
j +
1
2
)2
− (Zα)2. (4.41)
The relativisti Coulomb Green's operator is dened as the inverse of the Hamil-
tonian Hu
HuGu = GuHu = 1u, (4.42)
where 1u denotes the unit operator of the radial Hilbert spae Hu.
In omplete analogy with the non-relativisti ase we an dene the relativisti
CoulombSturmian funtions as solutions of the Sturm-Liouville problem(
− d
2
dr2
+ η2 +
u (u+ 1)
r2
− 2η(n+ u+ 1)
r
)
Sun;η(r) = 0, (4.43)
where η is a real parameter and n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,∞ is the radial quantum number.
They take the form
〈r |nu; η 〉 ≡ Sun;η(r) =
[
n!
(n+ 2u+ 1)!
] 1
2
(2ηr)
u+1
e−ηrL2u+1n (2ηr), (4.44)
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where L is a Laguerre-polinom. The relativisti CoulombSturmian funtions,
together with their biorthonormal partner 〈r ˜|nu; η〉 = 1/r · 〈r |nu; η〉, form a basis:
i.e., they are orthogonal
〈˜nu; η |mu; η〉 = 〈nu; η ˜|mu; η〉 = δnm, (4.45)
and form a omplete set in Hu
∞∑
n=0
|nu; η〉〈˜nu; η| =
∞∑
n=0
˜|nu; η〉 〈nu; η| = 1u. (4.46)
A straightforward alulation yields
〈nu; η|mu; η〉= 1
2η
[
δnm(2u+ 2n+ 2)− δnm−1
√
(n+ 1)(n+ 2u+ 2)
−δnm+1
√
n (2u+ n+ 1)
]
.
(4.47)
Utilizing this relation and onsidering Eq. (4.43) we an easily alulate the Coulomb
Sturmian matrix elements of Hu,
Hnm := 〈nu; η|Hu |mu; η〉 =
+ δnm
(
2αzE
~c
− 2(u+ n+ 1)η + 2(u+ n+ 1)(E/~c)
2 − µ2 + η2
2η
)
− δnm−1
(
(E/~c)2 − µ2 + η2
2η
√
(n+ 1)(n+ 2u+ 2)
)
− δnm+1
(
(E/~c)2 − µ2 + η2
2η
√
n(n+ 2u+ 1)
)
,
(4.48)
whih happen to possess a Jaobi-matrix struture.
Now the CoulombSturmian matrix elements of the relativisti Coulomb Green's
operators
(Gu)nm ≡ 〈˜nu; η|Gu ˜|mu; η〉 (4.49)
orresponding to Hamiltonians (4.39), an be straightforwardly determined by us-
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ing the ontinued fration method of Equations (4.5) and (4.7) with the oeients
ui = −Hii−1
Hii+1
, di = − Hii
Hii+1
. (4.50)
Again, the ontinued fration representation onvergent for bound-state energies
and an be ontinued analytially to the whole omplex energy plane.
4.3.1 Relativisti energy spetrum
In Table 4.3 we demonstrate the numerial preision of our Green's matrix by
evaluating the ground and some highly exited sates of relativisti hydrogen-like
atoms, whih, in fat, orrespond to the poles of the Dira Coulomb Green's matrix.
In partiular, the poles of the determinant of (4.49) were loated. Here we repeat
again that irrespetive of the rank N of the Green's matrix the poles should provide
the exat Dira results. In Table 4.3 we have taken 2 × 2 matries. Indeed, the
results of this method, E
f
, agree with the exat one in all ases, pratially up to
mahine auray, this way making possible the study of the ne struture splitting.
energy levels E
f
E
D
E
S
hydrogen 1S1/2 −0.5000066521 −0.5000066521 −0.5
2P1/2 −0.1250020801 −0.1250020801 −0.125
2P3/2 −0.1250004160 −0.1250004160 −0.125
50P1/2 −0.0002000002 −0.0002000002 −0.0002
50P3/2 −0.0002000001 −0.0002000001 −0.0002
uranium 1S1/2 −4861.1483347 −4861.1483347 −4232
100D3/2 −0.4241695002 −0.4241695002 −0.4232
100D5/2 −0.4238303306 −0.4238303306 −0.4232
Table 4.3: Energy levels of hydrogen-like atoms in atomi units. E
f
is the relativis-
ti spetrum alulated via ontinued fration, E
D
and E
S
are textbook values of
the relativisti Dira and the non-relativisti Shrödinger spetrum, respetively.
4.4 D-dimensional harmoni osillator
The Hamiltonian of the D-dimensional harmoni osillator reveals a Jaobi matrix
representation in the harmoni osillator basis. Therefore the analytially alu-
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lated Jaobi-matrix elements an be utilized as the input of the ontinued fration
method for alulating harmoni osillator basis representation of the Green's op-
erator orresponding to the harmoni osillator potential.
The radial Hamiltonian desribing the D-dimensional harmoni osillator prob-
lem has the form
HHO =
[
− ~
2
2m
(
d
2
dr2
− 1
r2
(
l +
D − 3
2
)(
l +
D − 1
2
))
+
1
2
mω2r2
]
, (4.51)
where ω is the harmoni osillator parameter. The energy eigenvalues are
Enl = ~ω
(
2n+ l +
D
2
)
(4.52)
and the orresponding eigenfuntions an be written as
〈r|ω, nl〉 = v 14
(
2Γ(n+ 1)
Γ(n+ l + D2 )
)1/2
exp(−v
2
r2)(vr2)
l
2
+D−1
4 L
(l+D
2
−1)
n (vr
2), (4.53)
where v = mω/~. The harmoni osillator funtions (4.53) with xed ω are or-
thonormal and form a omplete set in the usual sense
〈ω, n′l|ω, nl〉 = δnn′ (4.54)
1 =
∞∑
n=0
|ω, nl〉〈ω, nl|. (4.55)
The harmoni osillator Hamiltonian (4.51) with parameter ω on the basis of the
harmoni osillator funtions with dierent parameter ω′ takes a Jaobi-matrix
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form
〈ω′, nl|HHO(ω)|ω′, n′l〉 =
+ δnn′
(
~
ω2 + ω′
2
2ω′
(
2n′ + l +
D
2
))
− δnn′−1~ω
2 − ω′2
2ω′
(
n′
(
n′ + l +
D
2
− 1
))1/2
− δnn′+1~ω
2 − ω′2
2ω′
(
(n′ + 1)
(
n′ + l +
D
2
))1/2
(4.56)
The general method of Setion 4.1 requires the knowledge of the matrix elements
Jij = 〈ω′, il|E − HHO(ω)|ω′, jl〉 whih readily follows from (4.54) and (4.56) a-
ording to
Jij = E × δij − 〈ω′, il|HHO(ω)|ω′, jl〉. (4.57)
The alulation of the Green's matrix Gij(E) = 〈ω′, il|G(E,ω)|ω′, jl〉 goes similarly
to the previous setions making use of formulae (4.5) and (4.7).
It is impossible to overestimate the importane of the harmoni osillator in
theoretial physis. Here I would like only to mention one exoti topi, the physis
of anyons, whih are quantum mehanially indistinguishable partiles following
frational statistis, where the harmoni osillator potential plays an important
role [59℄.
4.5 The generalized Coulomb potential
Quantum mehanial models and pratial alulations often rely on some exatly
solvable models like the Coulomb and the harmoni osillator potentials. The
atual example we onsider here is the generalized Coulomb potential introdued by
Lévai and Williams [60℄, whih is the member of the Natanzon onuent potential
lass [61℄. This potential is Coulomb-like asymptotially, while its short-range
behavior depends on the parameters: it an be nite or singular as well at the origin.
Its shape therefore an approximate various realisti problems, suh as nulear
potentials with relatively at entral part, or atomi potentials that inorporate
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the eet of inner losed shells by a phenomenologial repulsive ore. Another
interesting feature of the D-dimensional generalized Coulomb potential is that it
ontains the Coulomb and harmoni osillator potentials as limiting ases, this way
providing a smooth transition between the Coulomb and the harmoni osillator
problems in various dimensions.
More and more interations an be modelled by making advantage of the rather
exible potential shapes oered by exatly solvable potentials. Virtually all quan-
tum mehanial methods rely in some respet on analytially solvable potentials.
Very often their wave funtion solutions are used as Hilbert spae bases. More
powerful methods an be onstruted if we selet a basis whih allows the exat
analytial alulation of the Green's operator of an analytially solvable potential.
In this setion we show that an appropriate SturmLiuville basis an be dened
on whih the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian exhibit a Jaobi matrix. The
orresponding Green's matrix then follows from the method of Setion 4.1.
4.5.1 The potential
Let us onsider the radial Shrödinger equation in D spatial dimensions with a
potential V (r) that depends only on the radial variable r
Hψ(r) ≡
(
− d
2
dr2
+
1
r2
(l +
D − 3
2
)(l +
D − 1
2
) + v(r)
)
ψ(r) = ǫψ(r) , (4.58)
where v(r) ≡ 2m~−2V (r) and ǫ ≡ 2m~−2E. We dene the generalized Coulomb
potential [60℄ in D-dimension as
v(r) =− 1
r2
(l +
D − 3
2
)(l +
D − 1
2
) + (β − 1
2
)(β − 3
2
)
C
4h(r)(h(r) + θ)
− q
h(r) + θ
− 3C
16(h(r) + θ)2
+
5Cθ
16(h(r) + θ)3
,
(4.59)
where h(r) is dened in terms of its inverse funtion
r = r(h) = C−
1
2
[
θ tanh−1
((
h
h+ θ
) 1
2
)
+ (h(h+ θ))
1
2
]
. (4.60)
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The h(r) funtion maps the [0,∞) half axis onto itself and an be approximated
with h(r) ≃ C 12 r and h(r) ≃ Cr2/(4θ) in the r →∞ and r→ 0 limits, respetively.
Bound states are loated at
ǫn = −C
4
ρ2n , (4.61)
where
ρn =
2
θ
[(
(n+ β/2)2 +
qθ
C
) 1
2
− (n+ β/2)
]
, (4.62)
and the bound-state wave funtions an be written in terms of assoiated Laguerre
polynomials as
ψn(r) = C
1
4 ρ
β+1
2
n
(
Γ(n+ 1)
Γ(n+ β)(2n+ β + ρnθ)
)1/2
× (h(r) + θ) 14 (h(r)) 2β−14 exp(−ρn
2
h(r))L(β−1)n (ρnh(r)) .
(4.63)
Potential (4.59) learly arries angular momentum dependene: its rst term
merely ompensates the entrifugal term arising from the kineti term of the Hamil-
tonian. Its seond term also has r−2-like singularity (due to h−1(r)) and it anels
the angular momentum dependent term in the two important limiting ases that
reover the D-dimensional Coulomb and the harmoni osillator potentials. The
third term of (4.59) represents an asymptotially Coulomblike interation, while
the remaining two terms behave like r−2 and r−3 for large values of r. The long-
range behavior of potential (4.59) suggests its use in problems assoiated with the
eletrostati eld of some harge distribution. The deviation from the Coulomb
potential lose to the origin an be viewed as if the point-like harge ould be
replaed with an extended harged objet. The relevant harge density is readily
obtained from the potential using
ρ(r) = − ~
2
8πme
∆v(r) . (4.64)
In Figures 4.2 and 4.3 we present examples for the atual shape of potential
(4.59) and the orresponding harge distribution (4.64) for various values of the
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Figure 4.2: The generalized Coulomb potential for q=0.5, 1.25, 2.5; θ=0.01, 0.1, 1;
C=1 and β = 3/2. l = 0 and D = 3 is also implied. In eah panel the largest q
orresponds to the lowest urve. Note the dierent sales of the horizontal (r) and
the vertial (v(r)) axes.
parameters. It an be seen that this potential is suitable for desribing the Coulomb
eld of extended objets. It is a general feature of potential (4.59) that for small
values of θ a (nite) positive peak appears near the origin, whih also manifests itself
in a repulsive soft ore, orresponding to a region with positive harge density
(see Fig. 4.3).
The Coulomb and harmoni osillator limits
The speial limits of the generalized Coulomb potential an be realized by spei
hoies of the parameters in Eq. (4.60):
The D-dimensional Coulomb limit follows from the θ → 0 limit and it is reov-
ered from Eq. (4.59) by the β = 2l +D − 1 and C− 12 q = 2mZe2/~2, hoies: the
third term of (4.59) beomes the Coulomb term, the fth one vanishes, while the
other three terms beoming proportional with r−2 anel out ompletely.
In order to reah the osillator limit one has to take θ → ∞ keeping C/θ ≡
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Figure 4.3: The harge distributions orresponding to the potentials displayed in
Fig. 4.2 for θ=1 and q=0.5, 1.25, 2.5. (The largest q orresponds to the lowest
urve.)
C˜ onstant together with the redenition of the potential (4.59) and the energy
eigenvalues by adding q/θ to both. This hoie simply represents resetting the
energy sale: ǫ = 0 orresponds to v(r → ∞) for the Coulomb problem, and to
v(r = 0) for the harmoni osillator. (Note that the energy eigenvalues also have
dierent signs in the two ases.) Besides C/θ = C˜, the q˜ ≡ q/θ2 parameter also
has to remain onstant in the θ →∞ transition here. The potential thus adapted
to the harmoni osillator limit reads
v˜(r) ≡ v(r) + qθ =
− 1
r2
(
l +
D − 3
2
)(
l +
D − 1
2
)
+
(
β − 1
2
)(
β − 3
2
)
C˜
4h(r)(1 + h(r)θ )
− q˜h(r)
1 + h(r)θ
− 3C˜
16θ
1(
1 + h(r)θ
)2 + 5C˜16θ 1(
1 + h(r)θ
)3 .
(4.65)
The harmoni osillator potential is reovered from (4.65) by the β = l + D/2
and C˜q˜ = (2mω/~)2 hoie. The two last terms in (4.65) vanish, the rst and the
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seond anel out, while the third one reprodues the harmoni osillator potential.
The new form of the energy eigenvalues is
ǫ˜n ≡ ǫn + q/θ = C˜(2n+ β)
[(
1
θ2
(n+
β
2
)2 +
q˜
C˜
) 1
2
− 1
θ
(n+
β
2
)
]
, (4.66)
whih indeed, redues to the ǫ˜n = (2mω/~)(2n+ l+D/2) osillator spetrum in the
θ →∞ limit. The wave funtions (4.63) are unhanged, exept for the redenition
of the parameters.
4.5.2 The matrix elements of the Green's operator
We dene the generalized CoulombSturmian basis as the solution of the general-
ized SturmLiouville equation. The SturmLiouville equation, whih depends on n
as a parameter and orresponds to the generalized Coulomb potential (4.59), reads
[
− d
2
dr2
− 3C
16(h(r) + θ)2
+
5Cθ
16(h(r) + θ)3
+
C(β − 12 )(β − 32 )
4h(r)(h(r) + θ)
−
(
ρ2θ
4
+ ρ(n+
β
2
)
)
C
h(r) + θ
+
C
4
ρ2
]
φ(ρ, r) = 0 , (4.67)
and is solved by the generalized CoulombSturmian (GCS) funtions
〈r|n〉 ≡ φn(ρ, r) =(
Γ(n+ 1)
Γ(n+ β)
)1/2
(ρh(r) + ρθ)
1
4 (ρh(r))
2β−1
4 exp(−ρ
2
h(r))L(β−1)n (ρh(r)) . (4.68)
Here ρ is a parameter haraterizing the generalized CoulombSturmian basis. The
GCS funtions, being solutions of a SturmLiouville problem, have the property of
being orthonormal with respet to the weight funtion C
1
2 (h(r)+θ)−1. Introduing
the notation 〈r|n˜〉 ≡ φn(ρ, r)C 12 (h(r) + θ)−1 the orthogonality and ompleteness
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relation of the GCS funtions an be expressed as
〈n′|n˜〉 = δn′n
1 =
∞∑
n=0
|n˜〉〈n| =
∞∑
n=0
|n〉〈n˜| .
(4.69)
Analyti alulations yield that both the overlap of two GCS funtions and the
Hn′n = 〈n′|H |n〉 Hamiltonian matrix possesses a tridiagonal form, therefore the
matrix elements of the ǫ−H operator also have this feature
〈n|ǫ −H |n′〉 =+ δnn′
[
ǫ
C
1
2 ρ
(2n+ β − ρθ)− C
1
2 ρ
4
(
− 4q
Cρ
+ (2n+ β)
)]
− δnn′+1 (n(n+ β − 1))
1
2
(
ǫ
C
1
2 ρ
+
C
1
2 ρ
4
)
− δnn′−1 ((n+ 1)(n+ β))
1
2
(
ǫ
C
1
2 ρ
+
C
1
2 ρ
4
)
.
(4.70)
This means, that similarly to the previous setions the matrix elements of the
Green's operator in the GCS basis, Gij = 〈n˜|G|n˜〉, an be determined by using
ontinued frations, as desribed in Setion 4.1 utilizing the analytially known
Jaobi-matrix elements of (4.70).
Chapter 5
Appliations
The ontinued fration method for alulating Green's matries on the whole om-
plex energy plane together with methods for solving integral equations in disrete
Hilbert spae basis representation provide a rather general and easy-to-apply quan-
tum mehanial approximation sheme.
In the rst part of this hapter the ontinued fration representation of the
CoulombSturmian spae Coulomb Green's operator (Setion 4.2) is used for solv-
ing the two-body LippmannShwinger equation with a potential modelling the
interation of two α partiles in order to nd bound, resonane and sattering
solutions.
In the seond part of this hapter our Green's operator is applied for solving
the Coulomb three-body bound state problem in the FaddeevMerkuriev integral
equation approah. In partiular, the binding energy of the Helium atom is de-
termined by solving the FaddeevMerkuriev equations in the CoulombSturmian
spae representation.
Both solution shemes have been devised by Papp in Refs. [25, 27, 28, 29℄
and Refs. [16, 30℄, respetively. We demonstrate here that the ontinued fration
representation of the Coulomb Green's operator in pratie is as good as the original
one given by Papp in terms of hypergeometri funtions.
The two examples of this hapter are intended to show the importane of the an-
alyti representation of the Green's operators through the eieny of the disrete
Hilbert spae expansion method for solving fundamental integral equations.
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5.1 Model nulear potential alulation
In this setion we apply the method of Refs. [25, 27, 28, 29℄ together with the
ontinued fration representation of the Coulomb Green's operator in order to al-
ulate bound, resonant and sattering state solutions of a potential problem in a
unied manner. The partiular example we onsider here is a potential modelling
the interation of two α partiles. This example is thoroughly disussed in the ped-
agogial work [62℄ in the ontext of a onventional approah based on the numerial
solution of the Shrödinger equation.
The interation of two α partiles an be approximated by the potential
Vα−α(r) = −A exp(−βr2) + Z
2e2
r
erf(γr), (5.1)
where erf(z) is the error funtion [56℄. This potential is a omposition of a bell-
shaped deep, attrative nulear potential, and a repulsive eletrostati eld between
two extended harged objets. The units used in the Hamiltonian of this system
are suited to nulear physial appliations, i.e. the energy and length sale are
measured in MeV and fm, respetively. In these units ~/(2m) = 10.375 MeV fm2
(m is the redued mass of two α partiles) and e2 = 1.44 MeV fm. The other
parameters are A =122.694 MeV, β = 0.22 fm−2, γ = 0.75 fm−1 and Z = 2 (the
harge number of the α partiles).
Our radial Hamiltonian Hl ontaining the model potential (5.1) an be split
into two terms
Hl = H
C
l + Vl . (5.2)
Here Vl is the asymptotially irrelevant short-range potential and H
C
l denotes the
asymptotially relevant radial Coulomb Hamiltonian (4.22). Sine the α − α po-
tential possesses a Coulomb tail, the short-range potential is dened by
Vl(r) = Vα−α(r) − Z
2e2
r
= −A exp(−βr2)− Z
2e2
r
erfc(γr), (5.3)
with erfc(z) = 1− erf(z).
The bound, resonant and sattering state solutions of the potential problem
haraterized by the Hamiltonian Hl an be obtained by solving the Lippmann
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Shwinger integral equation. The bound and resonant state wave funtions satisfy
the homogeneous LippmannShwinger equation
|Ψl〉 = GCl (E)Vl|Ψl〉 (5.4)
at real negative and omplex E energies, respetively. While the wave fun-
tion |Ψ(±)l 〉 desribing a sattering proess satises the inhomogeneous Lippmann
Shwinger equation (Setion 2.3)
|Ψ(±)l 〉 = |Φ(±)l 〉+GCl (E ± i0)Vl|Ψ(±)l 〉 , (5.5)
where |Φ(±)l 〉 is the solution to the Hamiltonian HCl with sattering asymptotis. In
Equations (5.4), (5.5) GCl (z) denotes the radial Coulomb Green's operator dened
as GCl (z) = (z −HCl )−1.
We are going to solve these equations by using a disrete Hilbert spae basis
representation in a unied way by approximating only the potential term Vl. For
this purpose we write the unit operator in the form
1 = lim
N→∞
1N , (5.6)
where
1N =
N∑
n=0
|n˜〉σNn 〈n| =
N∑
n=0
|n〉σNn 〈n˜| . (5.7)
In this ase the {|n〉, |n˜〉} biorthonormal basis is speied as the CoulombSturmian
basis (4.25). The σ fators have the properties limn→∞ σ
N
n = 0 and limN→∞ σ
N
n =
1, and render the limiting proedure in (5.6) smoother. They were introdued orig-
inally for improving the onvergene properties of trunated trigonometri series
[63℄, but they turned out to be also very eient in solving integral equations in
disrete Hilbert spae basis representation [64℄. The hoie of σNn
σNn =
1− exp{−[α(n−N − 1)/(N + 1)]2}
1− exp(−α2) (5.8)
with α ∼ 5 has proved to be appropriate in pratial alulations.
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Let us introdue an approximation of the potential operator
Vl = 1Vl1 ≈ 1NVl1N = V Nl =
N∑
n,n′=0
|n˜〉 V nn′ 〈n˜′| , (5.9)
where the matrix elements
V nn′ = σ
N
n 〈n|Vl|n′〉σNn′ , (5.10)
in general, are to be alulated numerially. This approximation is alled separable
expansion, beause the operator V Nl , e.g. in oordinate representation, takes the
form
〈r|V N |r′〉 =
N∑
n,n′=0
〈r|n˜〉 V nn′ 〈n˜′|r′〉 , (5.11)
i.e. the dependene on r and r′ appears in a separated funtional form.
With this separable potential Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5) are redued to
|Ψl〉 =
N∑
n,n′=0
GCl (E)|n˜〉 V nn′ 〈n˜′|Ψl〉 (5.12)
and
|Ψ(±)l 〉 = |Φ(±)l 〉+
N∑
n,n′=0
GCl (E ± i0)|n˜〉 V nn′ 〈n˜′|Ψ(±)l 〉 , (5.13)
respetively. To derive equations for the oeients Ψ
(±)
l = 〈n˜′|Ψ(±)l 〉 and Ψl =
〈n˜′|Ψl〉, we have to at with states 〈n˜′′| from the left. Then the following ho-
mogeneous and inhomogeneous algebrai equations are obtained, for bound and
sattering state problems, respetively:
[(GCl (E))
−1 − V l]Ψl = 0 (5.14)
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and
[(GCl (E ± i0))−1 − V l]Ψ(±)l = Φ(±)l , (5.15)
where the overlap Φ
(±)
nl = 〈n˜|Φ(±)l 〉 an also be alulated analytially [27℄. The
homogeneous equation (5.14) is solvable if and only if
det[(GCl (E))
−1 − V l] = 0 (5.16)
holds, whih is an impliit nonlinear equation for the bound and resonant state
energies. As far as the sattering states are onerned the solution of (5.15) provides
the overlap 〈n˜|Ψl〉. From this quantity any sattering information an be inferred,
for example the sattering amplitude orresponding to potential Vl is given by [19℄
AV = 〈Φ(−)l |Vl|Ψ(+)l 〉 = Φ(−)l V l Ψ(+)l . (5.17)
Note that also the Green's matrix of the total Hamiltonian, whih is equivalent
with the omplete solution to the physial system, an be onstruted as
Gl(z) = [(G
C
l (z))
−1 − V l]−1 . (5.18)
Finally, it should also be emphasized, that in this approah only the potential
operator is approximated, but the asymptotially important HC term remains in-
tat. The properties of the short-range potential is buried into the numerial values
of the matrix elements. Thus the method is appliable to all types of potentials, as
long as we an alulate their matrix elements somehow. Beside usual potentials
this equally applies to omplex, momentum-dependent, non-loal, et. potentials
relevant to pratial problems of atomi, nulear and partile physis. Further-
more, the present formalism is equally suited to problems inluding attrative or
repulsive long-range Coulomb-like and short-range potentials. The solutions are
dened on the whole Hilbert spae, not only on a nite subspae. The wave fun-
tions are not linear ombinations of the basis funtions, but rather, as Eqs. (5.13)
and (5.12) indiate, linear ombinations of the states GCl (E)|n˜〉, whih have been
shown to possess orret Coulomb asymptotis [28℄.
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5.1.1 Bound states
First we onsider only the nulear part of potential (5.1) and swith o the Coulomb
interation by setting Z = 0. Aording to Ref. [62℄, this potential supports al-
together four bound states: three with l = 0 and one with l = 2. However, it is
known that the rst two l = 0 and the single l = 2 state are unphysial, sine they
are forbidden beause of the Pauli priniple. This fat is not taken into aount in
this simple potential model. Although from the physial point of view these Pauli-
forbidden states have to be dismissed as unphysial, they are legitimate solutions
to our simple model potential. The proper inlusion of the Pauli priniple into
the model would turn the potential into a non-loal one. This problem has been
onsidered within the present method in Ref. [27℄.
In Table 5.1 we present the results of our alulations for the three l = 0 states
showing the onvergene of the method with respet to N , the number of basis
states used in the expansion. We determined the energies of these states from Eq.
(5.16), using the CS parameter b = 4 fm−1. It an be seen that the method is
very aurate, onvergene up to 12 digits an easily been reahed. We note that
aording to Ref. [62℄, the energy of the two lowest (i.e. the unphysial) l = 0 states
is E = −76.903 6145 and E = −29.000 48 MeV in the unharged ase, whih is in
reasonable agreement with our results.
5.1.2 Resonane states
Swithing on the repulsive Coulomb interation (Z = 2) the bound states are
shifted to higher energies. The most spetaular eet is that the third l = 0
state, whih is loated at E = −1.608 740 8214 MeV in the unharged ase, moves
to positive energies and beomes a resonant state. This is in agreement with the
observations: the α−α system (i.e. the 8Be nuleus) does not have a stable ground
state, rather it deays with a half life of 7× 10−17 se.
In our alulations we determined the energies orresponding to this resonane
and to other ones as well by the same tehniques we used before to nd bound
states. In fat, we used the same omputer ode and the same CS parameter
(b = 4 fm−1) as we used in the analysis of bound states. The method, again,
requires loating the poles of the Green's matrix, but not on the real energy axis,
rather on the omplex energy plane.
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N E00 (MeV) E10 (MeV) E20 (MeV)
8 −76.903 557 1529 −29.005 234 9134 −1.739 478 2626
10 −76.903 609 9717 −29.000 352 3141 −1.637 269 0831
15 −76.903 614 3090 −29.000 469 8249 −1.608 824 6403
18 −76.903 614 3254 −29.000 470 2338 −1.608 742 5166
20 −76.903 614 3263 −29.000 470 2566 −1.608 741 0685
25 −76.903 614 3265 −29.000 470 2623 −1.608 740 8256
28 −76.903 614 3265 −29.000 470 2625 −1.608 740 8216
30 −76.903 614 3265 −29.000 470 2625 −1.608 740 8213
35 −76.903 614 3265 −29.000 470 2626 −1.608 740 8214
40 −76.903 614 3265 −29.000 470 2626 −1.608 740 8214
Table 5.1: Convergene of the l = 0 bound state energy eigenvalues Enl in Vα−α(r)
in the unharged (Z = 0) ase. N denotes the number of basis states used in the
expansion.
In Table 5.2 we demonstrate the onvergene of our method with respet to N
for the lowest l = 0 and l = 2 resonane states. In Fig. 5.1 we plotted the modulus
of the determinant of the (5.18) Green's matrix over the omplex energy plane for
l = 2. The resonane is loated at the pole of this funtion. Finally, we mention
that there is a resonane state for l = 4 at Eres,4 = 11.791 038− i 1.788 957 MeV.
Although it is not our aim here to reprodue experimental data with this sim-
ple potential model, we note that the orresponding experimental values [65℄ are
Eres,l=0 =0.09189 MeV, Eres,l=2 =3.132 ± 0.030 MeV, Eres,l=4 =11.5 ± 0.3 MeV,
and Γl=0/2 = (3.4 ± 0.9)× 10−6 MeV, Γl=2/2=0.750 ± 0.010 MeV, Γl=4/2 ≃1.75
MeV.
5.1.3 Sattering states
In order to demonstrate the performane of our approah for sattering states
we alulated sattering phase shifts δl(E) for Vα−α(r) in (5.1). As desribed
previously in this subsetion, phase shifts an be extrated from the sattering
amplitude given in Eq. (5.17). Speifying this formula for the Coulomblike ase
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N Eres,0 (MeV) Eres,2 (MeV)
8 −0.000 854 9596 +i 0.000 000 0000 2.807 21 −i 0.607 11
10 0.063 364 2503 −i 0.000 000 0681 2.866 30 −i 0.628 56
15 0.091 785 0787 −i 0.000 002 8092 2.889 68 −i 0.620 99
18 0.091 963 0277 −i 0.000 002 8572 2.889 34 −i 0.620 53
20 0.091 969 7296 −i 0.000 002 8588 2.889 24 −i 0.620 56
25 0.091 971 8479 −i 0.000 002 8592 2.889 23 −i 0.620 62
28 0.091 971 9788 −i 0.000 002 8592 2.889 25 −i 0.620 62
30 0.091 972 0064 −i 0.000 002 8592 2.889 25 −i 0.620 61
35 0.091 972 0258 −i 0.000 002 8592 2.889 24 −i 0.620 61
40 0.091 972 0290 −i 0.000 002 8592 2.889 25 −i 0.620 61
Table 5.2: Convergene of the energy eigenvalues Eres,l for the l = 0 and l = 2
resonanes in the Vα−α(r) potential. N denotes the number of basis states used in
the expansion.
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Figure 5.1: The modulus of the determinant of the G(E) Green's matrix for
the α − α potential on the omplex energy plane for l = 2. The pole at E =
2.889 25− i 0.620 61 MeV orresponds to a resonane.
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and for a given partial wave l we have
al =
1
k
exp(i(2ηl + δl)) sin δl , (5.19)
where al is the Coulombmodied sattering amplitude orresponding to the short-
range potential, ηl = argΓ(l+ iγ+1)) is the phase shift of the Coulomb sattering
with γ = Z2e2m/~2k and δl is the phase shift due to the short-range potential.
The onvergene of the phase shifts with respet to N is demonstrated in Table
5.3, where δ0(E) is displayed at three dierent energy values. As in our alulations
for the bound and the resonane states, we used b = 4 fm−1here too.
In Fig. 5.2 we plotted the sattering phase shifts δl(E) for l = 0, 2 and 4
up to E = 30 MeV. In all three plots in Fig. 5.2 the loation of the orresponding
resonane is learly visible as a sharp rise of the phase around the resonane energy
Eres. This rise is expeted to be more sudden for sharp resonanes, and this is, in
fat, the ase here too. The phase hanges with an abrupt jump of π for the sharp
l = 0 resonane, while it is slower for the broader l = 2 and l = 4 resonanes. We
also note that the phase shifts plotted in Fig. 5.2 are also in aordane with the
Levinson theorem, whih states that δl(0) = mπ, where m is the number of bound
states in the partiular angular momentum hannel. Indeed, as we have disussed
earlier, there are two bound states for l = 0, one for l = 2 and none for l = 4.
As an illustration of the importane of the smoothing fators we show in Fig.
5.3 the onvergene of the phase shift δ0(E) at a spei energy E = 10 MeV with
and without the smoothing fators σNn in (5.7), and onsequently in (5.10). (Here
and everywhere else the α parameter of the (5.8) σ fators was hosen to be 5.2.)
Clearly, the onvergene is muh poorer without the smoothing fators. We note
that this also applies to other quantities alulated for bound and resonane states.
5.1.4 Conlusions
In this setion we used the CoulombSturmian representation of the Coulomb
Green's operator to solve the LippmannShwinger integral equation with a model
nulear potential desribing the interation of two α partiles. In pratie this
means the approximation of the potential term on a nite subset of this basis. This
is the only stage where approximations are made (remember the Green's operator
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N E = 0.1 MeV E = 1 MeV E = 30 MeV
8 6.283 230 8.817 731 7.783 217
10 9.424 059 8.862 581 4.817 163
15 9.424 018 8.859 651 4.835 479
18 9.424 022 8.859 467 4.829 861
20 9.424 023 8.859 441 4.828 882
25 9.424 024 8.859 419 4.828 563
28 9.424 024 8.859 414 4.828 555
30 9.424 024 8.859 412 4.828 554
35 9.424 024 8.859 411 4.828 552
40 9.424 024 8.859 411 4.828 552
Table 5.3: Convergene of the δ0(E) phase shift (in radians) in the Vα−α(r)
potential at three dierent energies. N denotes the number of basis states used in
the expansion.
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E(MeV)
0
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δ l(
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Figure 5.2: Sattering phase shifts δl(E) (in radians) in the α − α potential for
l = 0, 2 and 4. The resonanes in these partial waves appear as sharp rises in the
orresponding phase shifts. In these alulations a basis with N = 35 was used.
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Figure 5.3: Convergene of the sattering phase shift δ0(E) (in radians) at E = 10
MeV alulated with (solid line) and without (dashed line) smoothing fators.
is alulated analytially), otherwise this method is exat, analyti and provides
asymptotially orret solutions. Consequently, bound, resonane and sattering
problems an be treated on an equal footing, while these phenomena are usually
disussed in rather dierent ways in onventional quantum mehanial approahes.
The unied treatment is also reeted by the fat that all the alulations are made
using the same disrete basis, ontaining also the same basis and other parameters.
Finally, we should all the attention upon the fat that this method is very
aurate. Reasonable auray is reahed already at relatively small basis, around
N = 20. The auray gained in larger bases is beyond most of the pratial re-
quirements. Test alulations have been performed on a linux PC (Intel PII, 266
MHz) using double preision arithmeti. The alulation of a typial bound or reso-
nant state energy requires the evaluation of the potential matrix by GaussLaguerre
quadrature and nding the zeros of the determinant (5.16), whih inorporates the
evaluation of the Coulomb Green's matrix and the the alulation of a determi-
nant by performing an LU deomposition in eah steps. The determination of the
energy value in the rst olumn and last row of Table 5.1, whih meant 6 steps in
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the zero searh and handling of 40× 40 matries, took 0.06 se. The orresponding
resonane energy value in Table 5.2 required 12 steps in the zero searh on the
omplex energy plane and 0.8 se. The evaluation of the three phase shift values
in the last row of Table 5.3 took 0.19 se., 0.11 se. and 0.08 se., respetively. So,
this method is not only aurate but also very fast.
5.2 An atomi three-body problem
The bound state problem of the Helium atom is investigated as an example of the
appliation of the FaddeevMerkuriev (FM) integral equations to the atomi three-
body problems. The FM equations desribing three harged partiles interating
through the long-range Coulomb potential are solved using the CoulombSturmian
disrete Hilbert spae basis representation, whih transforms the integral equa-
tions into a matrix equation. The solution of the matrix equation is possible due
to the analyti representation of a three-body Green's operator onstruted from
two independent two-body Green's operators by performing a onvolution integral
(Setion 2.4).
We reall here that for three-body systems the Faddeev equations [9℄ are the fun-
damental equations. Their homogeneous form is fully equivalent to the Shrödinger
equation and after one iteration they possess onneted kernels, onsequently they
are, in fat, Fredholm integral equations of seond kind. Therefore the Fredholm
alternative applies: at ertain energy either the homogeneous or the inhomogeneous
equations have solutions. Three-body bound states orrespond to the solutions of
the homogeneous Faddeev equations at real energies.
The Hamiltonian of an interating three-body system an be written as
H = H0 + vα + vβ + vγ , (5.20)
where H0 is the three-body kineti energy operator and vα denotes the interation
in subsystem α (i.e. the pair interation of partiles β and γ). Here the usual
onguration spae Jaobi oordinates xα, yα are used, xα is the oordinate of the
(β, γ) pair and yα is the oordinate of the partile α relative to the enter of mass of
the pair (β, γ). Therefore vα = vα(xα) represents the interation of the pair (β, γ)
and depends only on the xα relative oordinate of this pair. In Jaobi oordinates
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the H0 three-body kineti energy operator is given as a sum of two-body kineti
energy operators
H0 = h0xα + h
0
yα = h
0
xβ + h
0
yβ = h
0
xγ + h
0
yγ . (5.21)
Suppose the vα, vβ , vγ pair interations are short-range-type potentials. In this
ase the Faddeev proedure leads to mathematially sound integral equations for
the three-body system. The three-body wave funtion |Ψ〉 is deomposed as
|Ψ〉 = |ψα〉+ |ψβ〉+ |ψγ〉, (5.22)
where the omponents are dened by
|ψi〉 = G0vi|Ψ〉 for i = α, β, γ, (5.23)
with the G0(z) = (z − H0)−1 being the free Green's operator. For bound states
the set of homogeneous Faddeev equations appear as
|ψα〉 = Gα(E)[vα|ψβ〉+ vα|ψγ〉] (5.24)
|ψβ〉 = Gβ(E)[vβ |ψγ〉+ vβ |ψα〉]
|ψγ〉 = Gγ(E)[vγ |ψα〉+ vγ |ψβ〉]
where Gα(z) = (z −Hα)−1 with Hα = H0 + vα. It is proven that the above set of
oupled integral equations for short-range potentials have an unique solution.
Unfortunately in the ase of the sattering of three harged partiles the situa-
tion beomes more ompliated sine the Coulomb potential enters into the game.
The Faddeev equations originally were derived for short range interations and if
we simply plug in a Coulomb-like potential they beome singular. The solution has
been formulated by Faddeev and Merkuriev [38℄ in a mathematially sound and
elegant way via integral equations with onneted (ompat) kernels and ongu-
ration spae dierential equations with asymptoti boundary onditions.
In pratie, however only this latter version of the theory has been applied,
sine the FM integral equation formulation was too ompliated for pratial use.
Moreover, in bound-state problems only the original version of the Faddeev equa-
tions were applied [66, 67, 68℄ whih, in sound mathematial sense, are not well-
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behaved for Coulomb ase and only the bound state nature of the problems helped
to overome the diulties, however slow onvergene in partial wave hannels was
reported [66, 67℄. In order to nd a remedy, the equations were solved in total an-
gular momentum representation, whih led to three-dimensional equations [68℄. So,
due to these problems and diulties, the belief spread that the Faddeev equations
are not well-suited for treating atomi three-body problems and other tehniques
an perform muh better, at least for bound states.
Reently, a novel method was proposed by Papp for treating the three-body
Coulomb problem via solving the set of FaddeevNoble and LippmannShwinger
integral equations in CoulombSturmian disrete Hilbert spae basis representa-
tion. The method was elaborated rst for bound-state problems [16℄ with repulsive
Coulomb plus nulear potential, then it was extended for analyzing p− d satter-
ing at energies below the breakup threshold [30℄. In these alulations exellent
agreements with the results of other well established methods were found and the
eieny and the auray of the method were demonstrated. This approah has
also been applied to atomi bound-state problems [69℄. The Coulomb interations
were split, à la Noble [70℄, into long-range and short-range terms and the Faddeev
proedure was applied only to the short-range potentials. By studying benhmark
bound-state problems, ontraditory to the onventional approahes, a fast onver-
gene with respet to angular momentum hannels was observed. This approah,
however, has a limitation whih is related to Noble's splitting. The Noble splitting
does not separate the asymptoti hannels, so the equations are appliable only in
a restrited energy range of low-lying states.
In this setion, instead of the Noble splitting, we make use of the mathematially
sound Merkuriev splitting of the long-range Coulomb potential [38℄, and by doing
so we solve the FaddeevMerkuriev integral equations.
5.2.1 FaddeevMerkuriev integral equations
The fundamental equations for the Coulomb three-body problem is disussed here
following Merkuriev ideas. We reall that the Faddeev proedure is based on the
observation that the Hamiltonian of the three-body system an be written as the
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sum of the asymptotially relevant H(l) and irrelevant short-range terms
H = H(l) + v(s)α + v
(s)
β + v
(s)
γ , (5.25)
where
H(l) = H0 + v(l)α + v
(l)
β + v
(l)
γ . (5.26)
In equation (5.25) we assumed that the long-range Coulomb potential an be split
as
vC = v(l) + v(s) (5.27)
by using an appropriate ut-o proedure.
By applying the Faddeev proedure for the short-range part of the potentials
we an derive onneted kernel integral equations. For this, however it is essential
that the asymptotially relevant Hamiltonian H(l) possesses only ontinuous spe-
trum. This property guarantees the asymptoti ltering behavior of the Faddeev
deomposition [71℄, and thus the asymptoti orthogonality of the Faddeev om-
ponents. A potential with an attrative Coulomb tail has innitely many bound
states aumulated at the lower edge of the ontinuous spetrum, thus the long-
range part of an attrative Coulomb potential always has innitely many bound
states. Fortunately, this is true only in the two-body Hilbert spae. In a broader
spae, like the three-body Hilbert spae, this statement is not neessarily valid. In
the three-body Hilbert spae, where we have to onsider our potentials, we simply
have an extra kineti energy term, whih an modify the harater of the spetrum.
Merkuriev proposed to split the Coulomb potential vCα (xα) into a short-range
and a long-range part by introduing a ut-o funtion ζα = ζα(xα, yα) dened on
the three-body onguration spae leading to
v(s)α (xα, yα) = v
C
α (xα)ζα(xα, yα), (5.28)
and
v(l)α (xα, yα) = v
C
α (xα)[1− ζα(xα, yα)]. (5.29)
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The funtion ζα is onstruted in suh a way, that it separates the asymptoti two-
body setor Ωα from the rest of the three-body onguration spae. On the region
of Ωα the splitting funtion ζα asymptotially tends to 1 and on the omplementary
asymptoti region of the onguration spae it tends to 0. Rigorously, Ωα is dened
as a part of the three-body onguration spae where the ondition
|xα| < yα0(xα0 + |yα|/yα0)1/ν ,with xα0, yα0 > 0, ν > 2, (5.30)
is satised. So, in Ωα the short-range part v
(s)
α oinides with the original Coulomb
like potential vCα and in the omplementary region vanishes, whereas the opposite
holds true for v
(l)
α . A possible funtional form for ζ is given by
ζ(x, y) = 2
{
1 + exp
[
(x/x0)
ν
1 + y/y0
]}−1
, (5.31)
where the parameters x0 and y0 are rather arbitrary. Fig. 5.4 shows a typial
example for the short- and long-range part of an attrative Coulomb potential,
respetively. Merkuriev proved that H(l) of Eq. (5.25) with long-range potentials
dened in this way possesses only ontinuous spetrum if the xα0 and yα0 param-
eters for all α fragmentations are hosen big enough (see p. 248 of Ref. [38℄).
Now, if we follow the Faddeev proedure with the Merkuriev split of (5.28) and
(5.29) we obtain the FaddeevMerkuriev integral equations
|ψα〉 = G(l)α (E)[v(s)α |ψβ〉+ v(s)α |ψγ〉], (5.32)
where the G
(l)
α hannel Green's operator is dened as
G(l)α (z) = (z −H(l)α )−1, (5.33)
with
H(l)α = H
(l) + v(s)α = H
0 + vCα + v
(l)
β + v
(l)
γ . (5.34)
It is proven [38℄ that Eqs. (5.32) below the threshold of the ontinuous spetrum
of the Hamiltonian H allow the nontrivial solutions only for disrete set of energy
orresponding to the binding energies of an atomi three-body system.
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Figure 5.4: The short- and the long-range part of an attrative Coulomb potential
in the (x, y) three-body onguration spae with parameters x0 = 1, y0 = 5 and
ν = 2.2 of ζ dened in Eq. (5.31).
The solution of the Faddeev equations (5.24) and(5.32) neessitates the determi-
nation of the asymptotially relevant Green's operator in some basis representation.
This an be done using onvolution integral tehnique of Setion 2.4.
5.2.2 Solution in CoulombSturmian spae representation
The three-body Hilbert spae is a diret produt of two-body Hilbert spaes, so
an appropriate disrete basis in the three-body Hilbert spae an be onstruted
as the angular momentum oupled diret produt of the (4.25) CoulombSturmian
basis funtions as
|nνlλ〉α = [|nl〉α ⊗ |νλ〉α], (n, ν = 0, 1, 2, . . . ), (5.35)
where l and λ denote the angular momenta assoiated with the oordinates x and
y, respetively, and the braket stands for angular momentum oupling. With this
basis the ompleteness relation takes the form (with angular momentum summation
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impliitly inluded)
1 = lim
N→∞
N∑
n,ν=0
|n˜νlλ〉α α〈nνlλ| = lim
N→∞
1
N
α . (5.36)
It should be noted that in the three-body Hilbert spae three equivalent bases
belonging to fragmentation α, β and γ are possible.
In Eqs. (5.32) we introdue the approximation
|ψα〉 = G(l)α (z)1Nα v(s)α
∑
γ 6=α
1
N
γ |ψγ〉, (5.37)
i.e. the short-range potential v
(s)
α in the three-body Hilbert spae is taken in the
separable form
v(s)α ≈
N∑
n,ν,n′,ν′=0
|n˜νlλ〉α v(s)αβ β〈n˜′ν′l′λ′|, (5.38)
where v
(s)
αβ = α〈nνlλ|v(s)α |n′ν′l′λ′〉β . These matrix elements an be alulated nu-
merially by making use of the transformation of Jaobi oordinates. The ket and
bra states are dened for dierent fragmentation, depending on the environment
of the potential operators in the equations.
Now, with this approximation, the solution of the homogeneous FaddeevMer-
kuriev integral equations turns into the solution of a matrix equation for the om-
ponent vetor ψ
α
= α〈n˜νlλ|ψα〉
ψ
α
= G(l)α (z)v
(s)
α
∑
γ 6=α
ψ
γ
, (5.39)
where G(l)α = α〈n˜νlλ|G(l)α |n˜′ν′l′λ′〉α. A unique solution exists if and only if
det{[G(l)(z)]−1 − v(s)} = 0. (5.40)
The solution of the above matrix equation requires the determination of the
CoulombSturmian representation of the three-body Green's operator G
(l)
α of Eq.
(5.33). Normally this task neessitates the solution of Faddeev-type integral equa-
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tions or a triad of LippmannShwinger integral equations [73℄. However, the
Hamiltonian H
(l)
α has the peuliar property, that it supports bound state only
in the subsystem α, and thus there is only one kind of asymptoti hannel, the
α hannel. For suh a system, if the asymptotis is treated properly, one single
LippmannShwinger equation is suient for an unique solution [72℄. Merkuriev
proposed an appropriate Lippmann-Shwinger equation whih provides a unique
solution for G
(l)
α
G(l)α (z) = G
as
α (z) +G
as
α (z)V
as
α G
(l)
α (z), (5.41)
where the three-body potential V asα is dened suh that it deays faster than the
Coulomb potential in all diretion of the three-body onguration spae. The
operators Gasα and V
as
α are ompliated three-body operators, and to onstrut
them, Merkuriev used dierent approximation shemes in dierent regions of the
onguration spae.
It is important to realize that in our approah to get the solution only matrix
elements ofG
(l)
α between nite number of square integrable CS funtions are needed.
That is the reason why the matrix elements of the hannel Green's operator an
be obtained as
G(l)α (z) = G˜α(z) + G˜α(z)U
αG(l)α (z), (5.42)
where
G˜α = α〈n˜νlλ|G˜α|n˜′ν′l′λ′〉α, Uα = α〈nνlλ|Uα|n′ν′l′λ′〉α, (5.43)
with G˜α(z) = (z − H˜α)−1 and Uα = H(l)α − H˜α. The hannel-distorted long-range
Hamiltonian H˜α is dened as
H˜α = h
C
xα + h
(l)
yα , (5.44)
where hCxα = h
0
xα + v
C
α is the two-body Coulomb Hamiltonian.
Sine H
(l)
α does not generate rearrangement hannels, we should dene h
(l)
yα
suh that H˜α also preserve this property. If we are dealing with repulsive Coulomb
interations, i.e. eα(eβ + eγ) ≥ 0, this requirement an be easily fullled and h(l)yα
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is dened by
h(l)yα = h
C
yα = h
0
yα + eα(eβ + eγ)/yα (5.45)
and Uα takes the form
Uα = v
(l)
β + v
(l)
γ − eα(eβ + eγ)/yα. (5.46)
On the other hand, in the ase of an attrative interation, like the Helium atom
where eα(eβ + eγ) < 0, the attrative Coulomb tail of h
C
yα generate innitely many
bound states whih has to be pushed away from the spetrum. In pratie this is
ahieved by introduing a repulsive Gaussian term into (5.46)
Uα = v
(l)
β + v
(l)
γ − Λ exp(−κy2α)− eα(eβ + eγ)/yα, (5.47)
where Λ and κ are free parameters. Now the (5.43) matrix elements of Uα an easily
be alulated numerially applying basis funtions from the same fragmentations
on both sides.
We note here that an alternative and mathematially more sound proedure
for removing the bound states generated by the attrative Coulomb potential is
being under development. The basi idea of the new proedure is the appliation
of projetion operators onstruted as onvolution integrals of Green's operators.
The most ruial point in the solution of Eq. (5.42) is the alulation of the
matrix elements G˜α. The operator G˜α is a resolvent of the sum of two ommuting
Hamiltonians, hCxα and h
(l)
yα aording to (5.44), whih at in dierent two-body
Hilbert spaes. As it was disussed in Setion 2.4, the three-body Green's operator
G˜α equates to a onvolution integral of two-body Green's operators, i.e.
G˜α(z) =
1
2πi
∮
C
dz′ gCxα(z − z′) g(l)yα(z′), (5.48)
where gCxα(z) = (z − hCxα)−1 and g
(l)
yα(z) = (z − h(l)yα)−1. The ontour C should be
taken suh that it enirles the ontinuous spetrum of h
(l)
yα so that g
C
xα is analyti on
the domain enirled by C. For bound state problems this requirement an easily
be fullled (see Fig. (5.5)). The matrix elements G˜α of Eq. (5.43) an be ast into
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C
Figure 5.5: Contour C for the onvolution integral of Eq. (5.48). The ontour C
enirles the (ontinuous) spetrum of g
(l)
yα and avoids the singularities of g
C
xα .
the onvolution integral of the outer produt of the orresponding matries
G˜α(z) =
1
2πi
∮
C
dz′ α〈n˜l|gCxα(z − z′)|n˜′l′〉αα〈ν˜λ|g(l)yα(z′)|ν˜′λ′〉α. (5.49)
The great advantage of using CS basis is that on this basis the matrix elements of
the two-body Green's operators are given analytially on the whole omplex plane
(see Setion 4.2), thus the onvolution integral an be performed in pratie.
As an appliation, the binding energy of the Helium atom (with an innitely
massive ore) is determined as the three-body energy to be obtained from equation
(5.40). The onvergene of the binding energy with respet to N , the number of
basis states in the approximation of Eq. (5.37), is shown in Table 5.4. Exellent
onvergene is ahieved up to 6 − 7 signiant digits with N ∼ 19 applied for n
and ν. In Table 5.4, for omparison, we also quote the result of a very aurate
variational alulation.
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N l = 0 l = 4
10 2.897586 2.903741
11 2.897591 2.903746
12 2.897593 2.903746
13 2.897593 2.903746
14 2.897593 2.903746
15 2.897593 2.903746
16 2.897593 2.903746
17 2.897593 2.903745
18 2.897593 2.903745
19 2.897593 2.903745
Variational alulation in ref. [74℄ 2.903724376984
Table 5.4: Convergene of the binding energy of the Helium atom. N denotes the
maximum value of n and ν, i.e. the number of employed basis states. The quoted
energy values are given in atomi units (~ = me = e
2 = 1). Angular momentum
states have been taken into aount up to l = 0 and l = 4. The values b = 5, κ = 2,
Λ = 5 are hosen for the CS basis and the (5.47) repulsive Gaussian parameters
respetively. The Merkuriev parameters of the splitting funtion of Eq. (5.31) are
x0 = 0.7, y0 = 15 and ν = 2.2 respetively.
Summary
In this work we have presented a rather general and easy-to-apply method for
disrete Hilbert spae representation of quantum mehanial Green's operators.
We have shown that if in some disrete Hilbert spae basis representation the
Hamiltonian takes an innite symmetri tridiagonal, i.e. Jaobi-matrix form the
orresponding Green's matrix an be alulated on the whole omplex energy plane
by a ontinued fration. The proedure neessitates only the analyti alulation
of the Hamiltonian matrix elements, whih are used to onstrut the oeients
of the ontinued fration. This ontinued fration representation of the Green's
operator was shown to be onvergent for the bound state energy region. The
theory of analyti ontinuation of ontinued frations was utilized to extend the
representation to the whole omplex energy plane. The presented method provides
a simple, easily appliable and analytially orret reipe for alulating disrete
basis representation of Green's operators.
The general proedure was applied to determine matrix representation of spe-
i Green's operators. The D-dimensional Coulomb Hamiltonian was shown to
possess a Jaobi-matrix struture on the CoulombSturmian basis. The tridiag-
onal matrix elements of the Hamiltonian were used to onstrut the ontinued
fration representation of the Coulomb Green's operator. Numerial tests on the
onvergene of the ontinued fration and on the eet of the analyti ontinuation
were presented on this example. Continued fration representation of relativisti
Green's operators orresponding to the KleinGordon and the seond order Dira
equation ould be determined beause of the Jaobi-matrix struture of the rela-
tivisti Hamiltonians on the relativisti CoulombSturmian basis. The relativisti
energy spetra of the hydrogen-like atoms are alulated as the poles of the rela-
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tivisti Coulomb Green's operator and demonstrate the high preession numerial
auray of our ontinued fration representation. The method has been applied
for the D-dimensional harmoni osillator, as well. As a non-trivial example the
generalized Coulomb potential, whih is a member of the exatly solvable Natan-
zon onuent potential lass, is onsidered. The radial Hamiltonian ontaining this
potential exhibits a tridiagonal form with analytially known matrix elements on
the generalized CoulombSturmian basis, so our proedure is also appliable here.
One the representation of the Green's operator in a disrete basis is available
we an proeed to solve few-body integral equations whih provide the real test eld
for our Green's operator in respet of its pratial appliability and importane.
The ontinued fration representation of the CoulombSturmian spae Coulomb
Green's operator is used for giving a unied solution of the two-body Lippmann
Shwinger equation for the bound, resonant and sattering states. The performane
of this approah is illustrated by the detailed investigation of a model nulear
potential desribing the interation of two α partiles.
As a seond appliation the FaddeevMerkuriev equations are solved for an
atomi three-body bound state problem. The solution method requires the evalu-
ation of a three-body Green's operator, wih is done by performing a onvolution
integral of two-body Coulomb Green's operators. This onvolution integral repre-
sents the real test for our Green's matries alulated by ontinued frations over
the whole omplex plane.
We an onlude that our general, readily omputable and numerially exat
ontinued fration method for determining disrete Hilbert spae representation of
Green's operators is turned out to be valuable in solving few-body problems.
Összefoglalás
(The Hungarian summary of the thesis.)
El®zmények
A bennünket körülvev® zikai világ mikroszkopikus leírását két különböz® irány-
ból kísérelhetjük meg. Soktest vagy térelméleti módszereket követve a sok, il-
letve végtelen szabadsági fokkal rendelkez® zikai rendszereket mint statisztikus
sokaságokat kezelhetjük. Ezzel szemben a néhánytest zika élja az olyan kevés
szabadsági fokkal rendelkez® rendszerek vizsgálata, ahol az egymással kölsönható
objektumok viselkedésének minél teljesebb zikai megismerését még reális élként
fogalmazhatjuk meg. A kvantummehanikai néhánytest rendszerek elméleti tanul-
mányozása központi szerepet tölt be mind az atom-, a mag- és a részeskezika fe-
jl®désében, hisz az alapvet® természeti törvényekmegismeréséhez nélkülözhetetlenek
a néhánytest modellek.
A kvantummehanikai néhánytest probléma alapvet® egyenletei, mint például
a LippmannShwinger- és a Fagyejev-egyenletek, általában integrálegyenletek.
Néhánytest zikában az integrálegyenletek használata a diereniálegyenletek helyett
többek közt azzal az el®nnyel jár, hogy a megoldandó egyenletek automatikusan
tartalmazzák a dinamika szempontjából alapvet® határfeltételeket. Éppen ez az oka
annak, hogy a bonyolult aszimptotikus határfeltételekkel jellemezhet® szórási prob-
lémák tanulmányozása során az integrálegyenletek jelent®s el®nyt élveznek. Azon-
ban a legtöbb gyakorlati alkalmazás esetében az integrálegyenleteket, azok el®nyös
tulajdonságai ellenére, mell®zik és helyettük inkább a megfelel® Shrödinger-egyenlet
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valamely alkalmas közelítését használják. Ennek oka abban keresend®, hogy az in-
tegrálegyenletek a Hamilton-operátor helyett annak rezolvensét a Green-operátort
tartalmazzák. A Green-operátor meghatározása pedig jóval bonyolultabb feladat
mint a megfelel® Hamilton-operátor közelítése.
Egy adott kvantummehanikai néhánytest rendszer teljes Green-operátorának
meghatározása ekvivalens a probléma teljeskör¶ megoldásával, ugyanis a Green-
operátor hordozza a zikai rendszerr®l nyerhet® összes informáiót. Többek között
a rendszer energiasajátértékei, kötött, rezonania- és szórási állapotai, hullám-
függvénye, állapots¶r¶sége valamint id®beli fejl®dése határozható meg a Green-
operátor valamely reprezentáiója ismeretében.
A legalapvet®bb néhánytest rendszerek, mint pl. a szabad részeske, a har-
monikus oszillátor vagy a Coulomb-térben mozgó töltött részeske, Green-operátorának
valamely reprezentáiója az irodalomból már ismert [19, 20, 22, 25℄. Ezen operá-
torok számolását az alkalmasan választott reprezentáió (momentum saját vek-
torok, harmonikus oszillátor függvények, CoulombStrum-függvények) valamint a
matematika speiális függvényeinek bizonyos feltételek melletti intenzív használata
tette lehet®vé.
A Green-operátorok analitikus ismerete képezi az alapját egy, az utóbbi id®ben
kifejlesztett kvantummehanikai közelít® módszernek is [23℄. A módszer során a
Hamilton-operátor aszimptotikusan meghatározó tagjainak (kinetikus energia op-
erátor, hosszú hatótávolságú kölsönhatások) megfelel® Green-operátort egzaktul
analitikusan számolják, és supán az aszimptotikusan irreleváns rövid hatótávol-
ságú poteniált közelítik egy szeparábilis kifejtéssel a Hilbert-tér egy sonkolt bázisán
(a módszer ezért kapta a PSE, Potential Separable Expansion elnevezést). A
hosszú hatótávolságú tagok egzakt kezelése biztosítja a megoldások aszimptotiku-
san korrekt voltát. A módszert sikeresen alkalmazták a kéttest rendszereket leíró
LippmannShwinger- [24, 25, 27, 28℄, valamint a háromtest rendszerek alapvet®
egyenleteit jelent® Fagyejev-egyenletek megoldására [16℄. A módszer alkalmazása
során a Fagyejev-egyenletek esetében a legnagyobb kihívást egy háromtest Green-
operátor számolása jelenti, melyet kéttest Green-operátorok konvolúiós integrál-
jaként állítanak el®.
Mindezek miatt állíthatjuk, hogy valamely rendszer Green-operátorának anali-
tikus el®állítása a kvantummehanikai néhánytest problémák megoldása szempon-
tjából nagy jelent®séggel bír.
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Eredményeim
Doktori munkám során kidolgoztam egy általános, egyszer¶en megvalósítható, nu-
merikusan stabil analitikus módszert a kvantummehanikai Green-operátorok dis-
zkrét Hilbert-térbeli reprezentáiójának lántörtes el®állítására. A módszer alapját
az a felismerés képezi, hogy amennyiben a rendszer Hamilton-operátora valamely
diszkrét Hilbert-tér bázison végtelen szimmetrikus tridiagonális mátrix, azaz Jaobi-
mátrix, akkor a megfelel® Green-mátrix egy tetsz®leges véges almátrixa a tridi-
agonális Hamilton mátrixelemekb®l és egy lántörtb®l számolható. A lántört
együtthatóit szintén a Jaobi-mátrixelemekb®l nyerhetjük [31℄.
Továbbá a kötöttenergia-tartományban a Green-operátor mátrixelemei egy három-
tagú rekurziós reláió minimális megoldásaiként adódnak, ami Pinherle tétele
alapján biztosítja a Green-operátor lántörtes el®állításának konvergens voltát ezen
a tartományon.
A komplex energia-sík szórási és rezonania tartományaiban a Green-operátor
lántörtes reprezentáióját a kötött tartományon konvergens lántört analitikus
folytatásával adtam meg. Erre azért volt szükség, mert ezen energiaértékeknél a
Green-mátrixelemek már nem minimális megoldásai a rekurziónak, s így az eredeti
lántört nem, hanem sak annak analitikus folytatása konvergens. Az analitiku-
san folytatott lántörttel a Green-operátor teljes komplex sikon vett analitikus
reprezentáióját állítottam el®.
Numerikus szempontból fontos felismerést jelentett az, hogy az analitikusan
folytatott lántört konvergeniájának sebességét és numerikus stabilitását a lán-
törtek Bauer-Muir transzformáiójának [41℄ többszörös alkalmazása jelent®sen javítja.
Felhasználva, hogy a megfelel® bázison az alábbi rendszerek Hamilton operátora
tridiagonális szerkezet¶, a kifejlesztett általános módszert alkalmaztam a következ®
Green-operátorok diszkrét bázison történ® lántörtes reprezentáiójának el®állítására:
• D-dimenziós Coulomb-probléma Green-operátora a CoulombSturm-bázison,
• D-dimenziós harmonikus oszillátor Green-operátora a harmonikus oszillátor
függvények bázisán,
• Általánosított Coulomb-poteniál Green-operátora az általánosított Coulom
Sturm-bázison,
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• Relativisztikus CoulombGreen-operátorok, azaz a KleinGordon- és a má-
sodrend¶ Dira-egyenlet, a relativisztikus CoulombSturm-bázison.
Az analitikusan számolt lántörtes Green-operátorokat a két- illetve háromtest
problémák integrálegyenleteinek megoldására szolgáló kvantummehanikai közelít®
módszerekben teszteltem, ezáltal bizonyítva a lántörtes Green-operátorok gyako-
rlati alkalmazhatóságát:
• A CoulombGreen-operátor CoulombSturm reprezentáiójának lántörtes
el®állítását használtam fel a CoulombSturm-bázisú PSE módszer alkalmazása
során egy, az alfa részeskék kölsönhatását leíró magzikai modellpoteniált
tartalmazó kéttest LippmannShwinger-integrálegyenlet megoldására [34℄.
• Egy, a FagyejevMerkuriev háromtest integrálegyenletek megoldására szol-
gáló közelít® módszerben alkalmaztam a lántörtes CoulombGreen-operátort
egy atomzikai háromtest probléma kötött állapoti megoldása során.
Munkám során a matematikai zika és a néhánytest kvantummehanika mód-
szereit alkalmaztam, és eredményeim a néhánytest módszerekkel leírható atom-,
mag- és részeskezika területén alkalmazhatóak. Lehet®séget látok arra is, hogy
a tridiagonális mátrixok és a lántörtek használatát jelent® alapötlet a zika más
területein is sikerrel alkalmazható legyen.
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